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Who,' ()moo or Edocatioo war, chatietud lo Im.1, "tin
OhAC,10 OOMItliAtiiOntirti watt Iii ddturifliO0 the nation's prograse
In education. The National AtititititiMOnt of Educational Progress
(NAE11) WAH Initiated A 00Oillty tAt.0t to Add1-0:itio in A owitamatlo
way, that charge.

thine 1969, the National AnHowimont hate qathorod information
about levels of ochioational aohlovomont aoroHH the oonntry and
reported its findings to the nation. it has surveyed the
attainments of 9-year-olds, II-year-olds, 17-yesr-olds and adults
In art, career and occupational development, eitizenship,
literature, mathematics, music, reading, nOenoe, social studies
and writing. All areas have been periodically reassessed in order
to detect any important changes. To date, National Assessment has
interviewed and tested more than 900,000 young Americans.

Learning-area assessments evolve from a consensus process.
Each assessment in the product: of several yearn of work by a great
many educators, scholars and lay persons from all over the nation.
Initially, these people design objectives for each subject area,
proposing general goals they fool Americans should bh achieving in
too course' of their education. After careful reviews, these
objectives are given to exercise (item) writers, whose task it is
to create measurement tools appropriate to the objectives.

When the exercises have passed extensive reviews by
subject-matter specialists, measurement experts and lay persons,
they are administered to probability samples. The people who
compose these samples are chosen in such a way that the results of
their assessment can be generalized to an entire/national
population. That is,- on the basis of the performance of about
2,500 9-year-olds on a given exercise, we can make generalizations
about the probable performance of all 9-year-olds in the nation.

After assessment data have been collected, scored and
analyzed, National Assessment publishes reports to disseminate the
results as widely as possible. Not all exercises are released for
publication. Because NAEP will readminister some of the same
exercises in the future to determine whether the performance level
of Americans has increased, remained stable or decreased, it ip
essential that they not be released in order to preserve the
integrity of the study.

viii
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During some years, National Assessment her; admini!;tred exorri!w:;
to supplementary samples of 17-year-olds who were not in school.
However, during the 1978-79 assessment, only 17-year-olds enrolled
in.school were sampled.

1
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The exercises in Part II are presented in order by NAEP
number (a number National Assessment uses for exercise
identification purposes). Included with each exercise is
documentation about the time required for the item and the
objective measured. Because NAEP staff and consultants feel
strongly that writing performance should be assessed on the basis
of writing samples rather than objective tests, most of the
exercises are open-ended and require that responses be rated by
,trained scorers. Each open-ended exercise is accompanied by the
scoring guides NAEP used to evaluate responses and by some sample
student responses illustrative of the various scoring categories.
No achievement data are included in this volume. These data will
appear in later reports.

Accompanying this volume are two papers and the writing
objectives booklet. The papers, Using the.Primary Trait System for
Evaluating Writing and Guidelines' for Describing Three Aspects of
Writing: Syntax, Cohesion and Mechanics, describe in detail the
systems used to score essays. The writing objectives booklet,
Writing Objectives, Second Assessment, describes the objectives
used as the basis for the 1973-74 and 1978-79 writing assessments.
It provides detailed information about these objectives and their
development..

Exhibit 1 lists all the exercises contained in this volume in
NAEP number order. Included in the listing for each item are a
short descriptive name, the objective measured, the age(s) at
which the exercise was administered and the type of exercise. The
multiple-choice exercises are indi-cated; all others are
open-ended.

Almost all the essays and letters were evaluated using the
primary trait system of scoring. This system describes a
respondent's ability to choose and effectively carry out
appropriate rhetorical strategies. Holistic scoring was used for
one essay at each age. This method, named for its emphasis on ,a
scorer's response to a whole essay, describes the overall success
of a paper and results in a ranking of the papers. In addition to
these methods of evaluating the overall quality of writing,
National Assessment has developed very detailed and complex
systems for examining specific aspects of t'oherence, mechanics and
.yntax.

2



NAEP
Number

EXHIBIT 1. Exercises Released Aster the
1978-79 NAEP Writing Assessment in NAEP Number Order

Name and Objective ;Vile

101006 Goldfish (Obj. I) 9

101007 Loss (Obj. I) 13
101015 Grape peeler (Obj. r) 17
102012 Fireflies (Obj. I) 9
102013 Kangaroo (Obj. I) 9

102015 Rainy day (Obj. I) 13
102016 Stork (Obj. I) 17
201001 Puppy letter (Obj. II) 9

201006 Letter to principal (Obj. II) L3

201007 Recreation center (Obj. II) 17
202014 Electric blanket (Obj. II) 17
202031 Poster calendar 9,13
203012 Describe something (Obj. II) L3,L7
303030 Attitude questionnaire (Obj. III) 9,13,17
401010 Bill's coat, rope, magician 9

401011 Rope, magician, bus 13,17
401012 Clown, bubble, troops 9

401013 Bubble, troops, forest fires 13,17
401016 Cries, guard 9

401017 Cries, guard, lookout 13,17
401018 Lemonade, pebbles 9

401019 Lemonade, pebbles, hikers 13,17
402010 Tulips 9,13,17
402013 Party 9

402014 Dolphins 13,17
590020 Background questions 13,L7590030

Note concerning reassyssed exercises: ,

Exercise Type

Expressive . .

Expressive
Expressive (Humorous)
Expressive (Narrative)
Expressive (Narrative)
Expressive
Expressive (Narrative)
Persuasive
Persuasive
Persuasive
Explanatory business letter
Explanatory business letter
Explanatory (Descriptive)
multiple-choice
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Sentence combining
Cloze paragraph, multiple choice
Cloze paragraph, multiple choice
Cloze paragraph, multiple choice

Open-ended'and multiple choice

1. Firefl,les,402012), Kangaroo (102013), Rainy day (102015),
Stork ( r02016) and Describe something (203012) were administered
for the third time in 1978-79. They were previously administered
in 1969-70 and 1973-74.

2. Goldfish (101006), Loss (101007), Grape peeler (101015), Puppy
(201001), Letter to principal (201006), Recreation center (201007)
and Electric blanket (202014) were administered for the second time
in 1978-79. They were first administered in 1973-74.

3. Poster calendar (202031), the sentence combining exercises and
the multiple choice cloze paragraphs were administered for the
first time in L978-79.

4. Several of the background questions were first asked of 17-year-olds
in 1974. However, most of these questions were administered for the
first time in 1978-79.

3



The following sections of Part I describe the exercise
development process, scoring procedures, documentation pages
accompanying the exercises and potential uses for the exercises.
More specifically:

Objectives lists the objectives used for the 1973-74 and
1978 -79 assessments.

Exercise Development discusses NAEP's exercise development
procedures and describes the exercises contained in this volume.

Scoring Procedures gives more detailed information about
NAEP's primary trait, holistic, cohesion, mechanics and syntax
scoring procedures.

Explanation of Documentation gives step-by-step instructions
on how to read the documentation that accompanies each exercise.

Using the Exercises discusses some issues concerned with using
these materials for assessment, evaluation or instructional
purposes.

Objectives

The objectives used to develop items for the 1973-74 and
1978-79 assessments appear below. For a more detailed description
of these objectives and information on their development, see the
accompanying booklet, Writing Objectives, Second Assessment.

I. Demonstrates ability in writing to reveal personal feelings
and ideas

A: Through free expression
B. Through the use of conventional modes of discourse

II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide range of
societal demands and obligations. Ability is defined to
include correctness in usage, punctuation, spelling and form
or convention as appropriate to particular writing tasks,
e.g., manuscripts, letters.
A. .Social

1. Personal
2. Organizational
3. Community

B. Business/Vocational
C. Scholastic

III. Indicates the importance attached to writing skills
A. Recognizes. the necessity of writing for a variety of

needs (as in Objectives I and II)

4



B. Writes to fulfill those needs
C. Gets satisfaction, even enjoyment, from having written

something well

Objectives I and II were measured by open-ended essay or
letter writing tasks. The tasks developed for Objective I require
expressive writing. Those dc eloped for Objective II ask for
persuasive or explanatory writimc in social, business or
scholastic situations. A multiple choice attitude scale addresses

`Objective III. The remainder of the exercises -- open-ended
sentence combining tasks, multiple-choice doze paragraph
exercises and background questions -- were developed not to
measure specific objectives, but rather to provide additional
information about specific writing skills as well as an
instructional context for reporting changes in writing
performance.

Exercise Development

History

National Assessment usually report. estimates of percentages
of respondents who answered a question acceptably or successfully
performed a task. Results can then be looked at collectively to
formulate generalizations about overall learning, as well as
separately to provide information about specific skills and
knowledge.

Since writing educators had indicated that the results
reported after the first writing assessment, based primarily on
holistic evaluation, seemed lacking in specific information, prior
to the second assessment of writing National Assessment staff held
a conference of writing educators and measurement specialists. The
participants decided that both evaluative and descriptive
information were necessary for NAEP to report effectively about
writing. It was proposed that the assessment concentrate on those
writing skills needed to perform particular tasks. A dominant or
primary characteristic was to be identified for each writing task,'
and papers for that exercise would be rated according to how well
they fulfilled the purpose of the particular task. For example,
responses to a task that required a description would be evaluated
primarily for levels of success with description. The rating
procedure would be based on such things as number, clarity,
vividness and organization of the details presented to create a
,"picture" in the mind of the reader. It was noted that
appropriateness to audience must also be considered in any
evaluation of writing.

This system for evaluating essays, known as the primary trait
system (PTS), has implications for exercise and scoring guide

4.
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development. In the first place, the exercises must be specific as
to the task and the intended audience. If scorers are to be given
guidelines, the scoring criteria should also be made apparent to
the writer. The criteria for judging responses must be considered
as each task is developed, since each rating essentially indicates
whether or not a written response contains the characteristics
necessary to accomplish its purpose. Since papers are rated
according to such specific criteria, it is necessary that
questions and rhetorical situations be phrased in a way that leads
respondents to give comparable responses.

Many participants at the conference saw additional
descriptive information about the papers as an essential element
of reporting useful results. They urged that exercise developers
also identify secondary characteristics of papers (such as tense
control, tone, mechanics, creativity, coherence, and so on) that
would he particularly appropriate to investigate.

The Exercise Development Framework

Many of the exercises included in this volume were developed
to be used with the primary trait system for evaluating writing.
Thus, in designing the items, developers knew they had to present
narrowly defined situations, specifying (1) the role of the
writer, (2) the audience and (3) the object of the communication.
However, the tasks that could .be developed to fit these criteria
are numerous. In addition, responses could be scored for many
different types of writing skills -- content, organization,
mechanics, syntax, originality of expression, and so forth.

To help make decisions about the kinds of writing tasks that
students should be asked to perform and about the kinds of
information that the assessment should provide, National
Assessment held a series of confer-el.-Ices. At these conferences the
writing educators further refined !the objectives to provide more
explicit guidelines to exercise developers.

Objective I was interpreted as the ability to engp.ge in
writing for expressive purposes, while the primary purposg"of most
social, business and scholastic writing (Objective II) was
identified as persuasive or explanatory. Of course, little writing
is actually singular in purpose and the types of writing are
interrelated. For instance, a job application letter might require,
elements of both persuasion and explanation in order to achieve
its primary purpose; a letter to straighten out a billing error
might both explain the problem and express strong feelings. Still,
for the last two assessments, National .Assessment has used \the
expressive, persuasive and explanatory rhetorical model as, a .

guideline in developing the specific tasks to be assessed.

1 ,7



Ideally, NAEP would like to collect information on a Variety
of expressive skills; on skills in both explanation and persuasion
in specific social, business and scholastic situations; and on the
attitudes respondents hold with regard to writing skills, as well
as provide an adequate context for reporting changes in
performance. Unfortunately, the resources for such an extensive
assessment have never been available. Given limited resources, the
last two assessments have concentrated on Objectives I and II.
This is not meant to imply that Objective III -- which concerns
attitudes regarding writing -- is unimportant.

Prior to the third assessment, it was decided to try to
provide information that would give some context for reporting
changes in performance. This is reflected in modifications to
open-ended scoring procedures to include scoring for syntax,
cohesion and connective devices and in collection_ofadditional
background information. Two new types of exercises were also
developed -- sentence combining tasks and paragraphs with clozed
connective ties.

In the sentence combining tasks, respondents were given two
or more simple sentences and asked to combine them into a longer
sentence that said the same thing. In the cloze paragraphs, a

paragraph was carefully constructed to contain a number of pronoun
references and specific transitional devices. Then several of
these connective ties were clozed (deleted and replaced by
blanks). Respondents were offered a number of multiple7choice
options to replace each blank.

The Development, Field Test and Item Selection Process

Exercises were developed and reviewed by National Assessment
staff and panels of writing ecucators and lay persons from across
the country. All prospective items were then field tested in a

variety of schools representing 'different types of programs and
socioeconomic levels. Review panels used the results (about 100
responses to each task) of these field tests to evaluate the
success of each item. Sometimes it was readily apparent that t'

task was inappropriate. In ;other cases, tasks were retested a:

different age level-or modified in terms of direction, content .-)r
tone. The modified tasks were then field tested again.
Occasionally, an item was "tried out" three times before it was
finally judged to be either successful or unsuccessful by the
various, review panels. Writing educators selected those items
included in the assessment from the pool of successful items.
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Scoring Procedures

Just as National Assessment develops exercises that require
different kinds of writing on the grounds that students may be
proficient in some types of writing and not in others, it uses
several kinds of scoring procedures on the grounds that students
might display some skills and not others in a piece of writing.
Although an assessment that uses a variety of scoring procedures
is complex and expensive, it provides much more comprehensive data
than an assessment based on a single procedure. The different
scoring methods used by National Assessment are described briefly
in this section and illustrated in the scoring guides and sample
responses found in Part II. Readers desiring more information on
scoring procedures should consult Using the Primary Trait System
for Evaluating Writing (1980) and Guidelines for Describing Three
Aspects of Writing: Syntax, Cohesion, and Mechanics, (1980), which
are included in the materials accompanying this released exercise
set.

Exhibit 2 shows the evaluation procedures that National
Assessment used with each released open-ended writing task. This
does not mean that these are the only scoring systems appropriate
for each task. However, given limited resources, National
Assessment had to make choices. Since the Assessment's principal
goal is to measure Thanges in achievement over time, those
exercises administered in all three writing assessments were
selected for the most intensive analysis.

National Assessment collected about 2,500 responses in each
assessment for each exercise. Full samples were scored for primary
trait and cohesion, allowing reporting for population groups
defined by, race, sex, region of the country, parental education,
type of community and grade in school. The holistic, paragraph
coherence, mechanics and syntax analyses were based upon
scientific probability subsamples of the total national samples of
papers. Approximately 400 "Kangaroo" and "Describe Something"
papers from each assessment were rated holistically and for
paragraph coherence, sentence types and mechanics, allowing
reporting for each age only for the nation and for males and
females. About 600-650 "Fireflies," "Rairiy Day" and "Stork" papers
from each assessment were analyzed for syntax (T-unit analysis and
sentence types) and mechanics, permitting reporting only for each
age, sex and race.
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EXHIBIT 2. Released Essay and Letter Writing Tasks
and Scoring Procedures

Name NAEP
Number

Age

Goldfish 101006 9

Loss 101007 13

Grape Peeler 101015 17

Fireflies 102012 9

Kangaroo 10201,3 9

Rainy Day 102015 13

Stork 102016 17

Puppy Letter 201001 9

Principal Letter 201006 13
Recreation Center 201007 17

Electric Blanket 202014 17

Poster Calendar 202031 9

Describe Something 203012 13,
17

Scoring Procedures

Primary trait
Primary trait
Primary trait,
secondary trait

Primary trait,
cohesion, syntax
(T-unit analysis
and sentence types)
and mechanics

Years Administered

1973-74; 1978-79
1973-74; 1978-79
1973-74; 1978-79

1969-70; 1973-74; 1978-79

Holistic, paragraph 1969-7U; 173-74; 1978-79
coherence, syntax
(sentence types)
and mechanics
Primary trait, 1969-70; 1973-74; 1978-79
cohesion, syntax
(T-unit analysis
and sentence types)
and mechanics

Primary trait, 1969-70; 1973-74; 1978-79
cohesion, syntax
(T-unit analysis
and sentence types)
and mechanics

Primary trait 1973-74; 1978-79
Primary trait 1973-74; 1978-79
Primary trait 1973-74; 1978-79
Primary trait, 1973-74; 1978-79
secondary trait

Primary trait, 1978-79
secondary trait

Holistic, paragraph 1969-70; 1973-74; 1978-79
coherence, syntax
(sentence types)
and mechanics

20
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The Primary Trait System

The rationale underlying primary trait scoring is thatwriting is done in terms of an audience and can be judged in view
of its reffects upon that audience. The approach used by the
writer to reach and affect his audience will be the most importantthe primary -- trait of a piece of writing. For example, the
writer of a set of directions must present things in a logical and
unambiguous manner if readers are to follow the directions.Successful papers will have that primary characteristic;
unsuccessful papers will not, regardless of how clever or
well-written they may be in other respects. As another example,
the purpose of campaign literature is to persuade a reader to vote
for a candidate. A successful campaign paper will have certain
persuasive traits that an unsuccessful one will not have, and
these traits will differ from those necessary for a successful set
of directions.

Responses to each exercise scored by the primary trait system
were rated using a scoring guide specifically tailored to the
primary trait being measured by that exercise. In each guide, four
levels of competency were defined. The first and lowest category
was reserved for responses that showed little or no evidence of
the skill being measured. The second category was defined as
marginal or minimal evidence of the skill. Category "3" was
defined as solid evidence of the trait being measured, or
demonstration of competence, and category "4" was reserved for
those papers that were very good.

Following are basic outlines for primary trait scorecategories for the three types of writing -- expressive,
persuasive and explanatory -- assessed by National Assessment.
Primary trait scoring guides for particular exercises are found in
Part II of this volume.

Although expressive tasks can have a variety of aims and as
such have a variety of primary traits, the key to defining
response categories for expressive writing is usually foUnd in the
quantity sand quality of elaboration. The lower score pointsgenerally have no or little elaboration, while for the higher
score points, the premise, the feelings or the narrative presented
in the paper are supported by a number of vivid and inventive
details.

In broad terms, presentation of compelling evidence and
arguments is the primary trait for persuasive writing. Generally,
a "1" paper would present no reasonable arguments, a "2" would
have one reason or perhaps several not particularly cogent
reasons, a "3" would be a well thought-out presentation containingseveral appropriate reasons and a "4" paper would be
well-organized and support reasons with compelling details. The
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reasons must be appropriate to the specific task. For example,
sentimental appeals might be convincing to a grandmother, but
probably would not be as appropriate for a principal or a
prospective employer. The specific category definitions consider
the variety, appropriateness, organization and execution of the
arguments.

Explanatory writing should present facts in a clear and
orderly fashion. At one end of the scale would be a response with
no information, clarity or logical order, and at the other end, an
informative and totally unified presentation. For such tasks as
straightening out a billing error or applying for a job, the
overriding criterion for defining the trait categories would be
the likelihood of the letter's success.

Evaluating a paper for its primarY trait does not preclude
describing other features of the paper. Secondary features may be
analyzed that complement the primary trait or that are considered
important in any piece of writing. For example, National
Assessment has gathered secondary information about use of tense,
point of view, tone and revision skills. Secondary traits are
often categorized as either present or not present -- for example,
tense may be controlled or uncontrolled. metaphors present or not
present, voice consistent or inconsistent. In other cases,
descriptive categories are used, such as "abstract," "concrete" or
"abstract and concrete." Exercises categorized for secondary
traits are indicated in Exhibit 2; scoring guides for ,secondary
traits are included with these 'exercises in Part II.

National Assessmen'_ also provides information about cohesion,
mechanics and syntax. These scoring procedures, which are quite
complex, use separate scoring guides (outlines are found in Part
II) and are further described later in this section.

The primary trait scoring was contracted to Westinghouse
DataScore Systems (WDSS). National Assessment requires that the
categorization of open-ended responses be done by readers with
previous English experience. This does not necessarily mean that
other users of NAEP materials should contract out scoring or that
their readers must be English teachers. Several school districts
have conducted successful assessments using teachers' aides,
substitute teachers, local graduate students or parents as
readers. However, it should be noted that there are side benefits
to using teachers as readers. If teachers are used, the primary
trait system training canlibe an in-service activity, and the
teachers tend to feel less threatened and more interested in the
assessment results. Teachers may also feel more enthusiastic about
working toward curricular changes based on assessment results they
helped produce.
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To determine the number of readers necessary for primary
trait scoring, National Assessment first decides how many readings
are needed per paper and then compares the number of hours/days
worth of work with the amount of time available for scoring.
National Assessment estimates that one reading for primary trait
takes about one minute for a paper written by a 9-year-old, one
and one-half minutes for a paper by a 13-year-old and two minutes
for a paper by a 17-year-old.

Any time a group of readers is used, a chief reader or group
leader should be designated. National Assessment uses this leader
to work with NAEP staff and the WDSS director of hand scoring to
refine primary trait system guides and train the other readers.
During the actual scoring, the group leader is responsible for
answering questions about scoring procedures and reconciling
discrepant scores.

The amount of time devoted to preparing for training is the
key to a successful training and scoring session. NAEP and WDSS
staff spend considerable time and effort preparing training
packets that exemplify the scoring guides and the types of
responses that will be encountered in the actual scoring sessions.

National Assessment usually begins a training session by
giving each reader the guide for an item and 5 to 10 papers that
exemplify each scoring category. The rationale behind the guide is
explained, as well as why each paper represents a facet of each
category. The intent that motivated the description of each
category is explained and discussed; scorer questions are answered
and, on occasion, minor, modifications are made to the guide to add
clarity. Once the readers feel comfortable with the guide and
example papers, they are given approximately 5 to 10 papers to
rate independently. The trainer then describes the best category
for each paper and the reasoning underlying' that categorization.
(Prepared notes on the papers in the training packet insure that
salient points are mentioned, and also save a lot of time.) Again,
questions are answered and distinctions between categories are
clarified. Readers are then given more papers to score
independently. At this point, the trainer should be able to ask
readers to take turns stating their categorization and explaining
the reasons for it. The trainer then assumes the role of
discussion leader, providing explanations only when necessary to
help clear up misconceptions. This process continues until the
readers are in agreement with the guide, the trainer and each
other as to the categorization of the papers.

Using these training methods and careful monitoring
procedures during scoring, National Assessment maintains excellent
scorer agreement. In scoring actual assessment data, most papers
are scored by two readers and discrepancies are reconciled by a
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third. The need for reconciliation usually occurs for less than
10% of the papers and on many exercises occurs on less than 5%.
Exhibit 3 gives the interscorer agreement percentages for those
exercises scored by more than one reader. The scoring procedures
for two of the exercises, "Poster Calendar" and "Electric
Blanket," were so straightforward that these exercises were
categorized by one reader with a random 10% sample of the papers
read by two readers. The pairs of readers agreed on 99% of the
papers for both exercises. It should be emphasized that to measure
changes from assessment to assessment, papers from all assessments
of an age group were randomly ordered into a single pool and
scored together following the 1978-79 assessment.

EXHIBIT 3. Interscorer Percentages of Agreement
for 1978-79 Primary Trait Scoring

Age 9

1969-70
Papers

93.3

1973-74
Papers

93.9
94.3
93.6

1978-79
Papers

94.7
95.1
93.3

Goldfish (101006)
Fireflies (102012)
Puppy Letter (201001)

Age 13
Loss (101007) 91.2 91.8
Rainy Day (102015) 93.1 94.1 92.4
Principal Letter (201006) 94.1 93.5

Age 17
Grape Peeler (101015) 96.2 94.2
Stork (102016) 96.7 93.0 95.4
Recreation Center (201007) 95.2 91.2

Holistic Evaluation

Responses to two exercises ("Kangaroo" and "Describe
Something," which was given at two ages) were scored using the
holistic method. When readers holistically score papers, they do
not focus ,upon particular aspects of a paper such as mechanics,
ideas or organization. Rather they concentrate on forming an
overall impression of each paper relative to the other papers they
have read. Their primary task is to rank order the papers from
best to worst, not to identify errors or to specify writing
problems. Of course, holistic scoring, like primary trait scoring,
may be used in conjunction with other evaluation methods, such as
those concerned with syntax and mechanics.

13



The 1978-79 holistic scoring, which was subcontracted to
Edward White, University of California at San Bernardino, involved
several steps. First the table leaders all of whom were
experienced holistic readers surveyed the pool of papers from
all three assessments and selected examples of papers representing
four levels of quality. They then developed guidelines describing
each level of quality and how to distinguish between top-half and
bottom-half papers. The scoring session began with some discusSion
of the characteristics of the example, or anchor, papers Wand
guidelines, and then several practice scorings of other papers
were conducted to refine the scoring scale description and iron
out discrepancies among readers. When all readers were comfortable
with the guidelines, they scored papers for an hour, after which
they discussed more anchor papers. Throughout the subsequent
scoring there were periodic discussions of papers to insure that
readers continued to hold the same standards. Holistically scored
papers were rated by only one reader. Reliability of scoring was
checked by having a random 10% of the papers read by pairs of
readers to detect potential discrepancies. The percentages of
agreement were 68% for age 9, 79% for age 13 and 79% for age 17.

Papers from all three assessments of an age group were
randomly ordered into a single pool and holistically scored in a
single scoring session. The scorers did not know in which year any
particular paper was written, so they necessarily applied the same
criteria to all papers. After the scoring, the ratings were
examined to determine whether those papers written in different
years were perceived, as a group, to be worse or better than the
others.

The "Kangaroo" exercise (102013, age 9) and the "Describe
Something" exercise (203012, ages 13 and 17) are accompanied in
Part II by the scoring guides used by the 1978-79 holistic
readers. Since "Describe Something" was administered to both
13-year-olds and 17-year-olds, it is accompanied by two sets of
guidelines one for each age.

The remainder of this holistic scoring discussion explains
briefly why National Assessment adopted the primary trait system
and uses the holistic method so spaOngly. NAEP's experiences with
both scoring procedures are discussed more fully in Using the
Primary Trait System for Evaluating Writing (1980), a paper that
accompanies this exercise set.

Holistic scoring, named for its emphasis on a reader's
response to a whole essay rather than to specific aspects of it
such as style, content, mechanics, and so on -- has long been used
to evaluate essays written for the College Boards and other
college entrance examinations. This method of scoring provides a
reliable ranking of essays, a ranking most trained readers would
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endorse. Also, once the scale points are defined and the readers
are trained, the actual rating of the papers can be done quite
rapidly (approximately one reading per minute including time spent
organizing the papers) . Holistic scoring has proved to be a

practical method of ranking large numbers of papers. It is fast,
relatively inexpensive and meets the technical requirements of
norm-referenced tests.

However, National Assessment found some difficulty in
explaining what the results of such scoring actually mean. It is
true that broad criteria for score points are often specified and
that by rating example papers, scorers can be taught to apply the
criteria consistently. However, the relationship between the
scorers' internalized criteria and the external or specified
criteria is never described. The interpreter of the results is
given broad definitions and example papers, but never knows
precisely why a particular paper received the rating it did. It is
difficult to tell whether poorer papers all have good content and
many mechanical errors, poorer content and fewer mechanical
errors, mediocre content with syntax problems, and so on. Further
analysis of the papers in each score point is necessary to collect
this information.

In addition, although rank ordering works well to separate
the better papers from the poorer papers, it must be remembered
that holistic scoring is a relative process based on the quality
of writing received. The terminology of top-half and bottom-half
papers, although useful for training readers, has some inherent
problems in that it tends to encourage a normal distribution.
Generally speaking, for every holistic scoring about 50% of the
papers will be considered the better papers. However, in one
sample, the poor papers might represent competent writing and the
better papers excellent writing, while in another sample, the poor
papers might be nearly illiterate and the better papers just "less
poor."

The fact that holistic score points have only broad criteria,
the fact that a normal distribution is encouraged and the fact
that papers are rated in relationship to each other rather than
external criteria create difficulties not only in reporting, but
also with replication. In practice, National Assessment has found
that even if the rank order of essays is replicated by a second
group of readers, the location of the entire distribution of
scores might not be reproduced satisfactorily. In one NAEP study,
it was found that the same papers rescored holistically several
years later had a significantly higher mean holistic score.

National Asessment has also determined that the distribution
of holistic scores for any given (sub)set of papers is highly
dependent on the entire set of papers with which it is scored. If
independent evaluators could score all, or a subsample, of the two
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sets of papers together, they could then report differences
between their papers and NAEP papers. However, when such a

procedure is followed, the "national results" against which, say,
Maine compares its data would probably be different from the
"national results" to which Florida compares its data, and both
will be different from the "national results" reported by NAEP.
This phenomenon is also true for NAEP. NAEP will report different
holistic results for the 1969 -70 assessment every time the 1969-70
data are scored with different sets of comparison data.

Cohesion and Coherence Evaluations

When National Assessment evaluated the "Kangaroo" and
"Describe Something". papers in 1973-74, responses written in both
1969-70 and 1973-74 were analyzed for a number of characteristics
including paragraph coherence. To determine paragraph coherence,
readers were given general guidelines and asked to categorize
paragraphs as coherent, coherent and developed, or simply visually
indicated as paragraphs. These exercises were readministered in
1978-79, but NAEP did not have resources to rescore the 1969-70
and 1973-74 papers. Therefore, the same system was used ih 1978-79
to score responses to these exercises.

Papers were scored for paragraph coherence by. two readers and
discrepancies reconciled by a third. In addition, 10% of the
1969-70 and 1973-74 papers were rescored at the same time that the
1978-79 papers were scored to determine whether scorers were using
the same standards. The percentage of agreement on these papers
was about 90%. Guidelines used to rate paragraph coherence
accompany both the "Kangaroo" (102013) and "Describe Something"
(203012) exercises in Part II.

Both because coherence is an essential element of writing and
because the paragraph rating procedure instituted in 1973-74 had
indicated somL decline in coherent writing between 1969-70 and
1973-74, consultants agreed that a more thorough method of
describing coherence and cohesion was needed. In consequence, a
separate cohesion guide was developed for the 1978-79 assessment
and used in place of the paragraph coherence guide to rate papers
collected in all three assessments written in response to the

previously unreleased "Fireflies," "Rainy Day" and "Stork"
exercises.

The term Cohesion refers in general to the many ways words
and ideas are linked together in writing to create a sense of
wholeness and coherence. For cohesion scoring, readers sorted
papers into groups representing four degrees of cohesiveness.
Papers in the lowest group (level- 1) display no or few connections
between sentences and are loosely structured. Papers in the next
group (level 2) display attempts to tie ideas together here or



there but do not show any unifying structure. Cohesive papers
(level 3) display gathering and ordering of details and ideas, and
fully coherent papers (level 4) display a number of strategies and
devices that bind the narrative into a unified whole. "Fireflies"
(102012, age 9), "Rainy Day" (102015, age 13) and "Stork" (102016,
age 17) are each accompanied by the Cohesion Scoring Guide in Part
II. Although the examples of specific cohesive ties reflect the
different exercises, the guides for each of these exercises are
essentially the same and were developed to be applicable to
responseS to almost any writing task. More information about
cohesion scoring is contained in Guidelines for Describing Three'
Aspects of Writing: Syntax, Cohesion, and Mechanics (1980), which
accompanies this exercise set.

In preparation for training for cohesion scoring, NAEP
consultants and staff selected papers representative of the four
score levels for each of the three exercises. Prior to actual
scoring, readers discussed the scoring criteria, sample papers and
the various types of cohesive ties and strategies. It was stressed
that readers were not to count ties, but rather categorize each
paper according to an overall impression concerning the number,
variety and success of the ties.

Although the cohesion evaluations were done by a different
group of scorers than the primary trait scoring, the arrangements
and procedures were very much like those discussed for the primary
trait system. The scoring was subcontracted to Westinghouse
Da taScore Systems and readers ,sere persons with English
experience. A table leader was assigned to help with training, and
the scoring proceeded very much like the scoring for the primary
trait system, with periodic checks for consistency and
reliability. As with the primary trait system evaluations, each
paper was rated by two readers and, when necessary, ratings were
reconciled by a third reader. Exhibit 4 gives the interscorer
percentages of agreement for the cohesion scoring. Papers for all
three assessments were read at the same time.
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EXHIBIT 4. Interscorer Percentages of Agreement
for 1978-79 Cohesion Scoring

Age 9
;102012: Fireflies)

Age 13
(102015: Rainy Day)

Age 17
(102016: Stork)

1969-70
Papers

93.0

91.5

93.1

1973-74
Papers

93.2

93.5

94.0

Syntax Categorizations: T-Unit Analysis and Sentence Types

1978-79
Papers

94.0

90.9

94.2

As with the procedures for evaluating coherence, the
procedures for describing syntax was amplified for reporting
results in 1978-79. For the 1973-74 evaluation of the "Kangaroo"
and "Describe Something" exercises, a system was used whereby
sentences, were categorized as to type -- simple, compound with
phrase, complex, and so forth. This system was also used with
"Kangaroo" and "Describe Something" papers collected in 1978-79.
Approximately 10% of the previously scored papers from each
assessment were rescored in 1978-79 to provide information about
reliability. Agreement averaged about 90% for the various
sentence types. Both the "Kangarob" (102013) and "Describe
Something" (203012) exercises in Part II are accompanied by
outlines of categories of sentence types.

During preparations for the 1978-79 writing assessment,
National Assessment consultants pointed out that even though a
sentence-type categorization may be more readily understandable to
the general public, most research on syntax or sentence forms is
done in terms of the "T-unit" instead of the sentence. Syntax
analysts use the T-unit -- an independent clause and all its
modifying words, phrases and clauses -- because it enables them to
focus upon embedding more precisely than does the sentence.
Embedding skills -- the processes by which writers subordinate or
coordinate additional information into independent clause units --
have been shown to develop in writers as they mature, enabling
older and better writers to convey more information more
efficiently. A T-unit analysis takes into account subordination
and coordination between words, phrases and a main clause and
subordinate clauses. It does not take into account coordination
between main clauses, that is, the tendency to string sentences
together rather than embed information.
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Since a 'P -unit analysis provides more precise information
than categorization by sentence types and can be used to provide
results both for T-units and sentence types, National Assessment
decided to use the T-unit analysis procedure for describing
responses collected in three assessments of the previously
unreleased "Fireflies" (102012), "Rainy Day" (102015) and "Stork"
(102016) exercises. This scoring entailed delineating T-units and
marking varieties of nominalization, modification and
coordination. An outline describing each characteristic tabulated
in the T-unit analysis, as well as the sentence types derived from
that analysis, accompanies each of these exercises in Part II. A
detailed description is found in Guidelines for Describing Three
Aspects of oriting: Syntax, Cohesion, Mechanics, (1980), which
accompanies this volume. The complete guidelines used by the
1978-79 scorers are available from National Assessment.

The syntax scoring was also accomplished by readers at NAEP's
scoring subcontractor, Westinghouse DataScore Systems. A special
group of scorers, already thoroughly familiar with grammar, usage
and linguistics scoring guides, were trained for about four -weeks
on National Assessment papers previously scored by NAEP staff,
consultants and the Westinghouse DataScore Systems table leader.

Maintaining reliability with a system as complex as that used
to describe syntax is 'difficult, not so much because it is
difficult to assign the correct categories but because it is
difficult to make sure that each paper is fully read and
completely categorized. To make sure that some characteristics of
the papers were not overlooked, papers rated by National
Assessment were usually scored by at least three and sometimes by
four or even five readers.

Mechanics- Categorizations

The fact that National Assessment routinely measures
mechanics skills, as well as the magnitude of the effort, makes it
clear that NAEP recognizes that descriptive scoring of grammar and
mechanics provides considerable concrete and specific information
about written responses.. However, this type of scoring can be
quite time consuming and very expensive. Also, NAEP consultants
feel, as stated in the 1973-74 objectives booklet, that
"mechanical correctness should not be the sole criterion for
evaluating a piece of writing" (Writing Objectives, Second
Assessment, p. 6). National Assessment generally applies this
procedure to only one or two writing tasks and leaves most of the
analyses that supply detailed descriptive and diagnostic
information to researchers and specialists.
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Responses to "Kangaroo," "Describe Something," "Fireflies,"
"Rainy Day" and "Stork" were scored for mechanics. Sentence
fragments or run-ons were tabulated, as were agreement errors and
awkward sentence constructions. Words were coded for misspellings,
capitalization errors and word-choice errors. Punctuation errors
of omission and commission were also coded. Each exercise scored
for mechanics Is accompanied in Part II by an outline of the types
of errors NAEP tabulated. Again, detailed, information is
contained in the paper Guidelines for Describing Three Aspects of
Writing: Syntax, Cohesion, and Mechanics (1980), and the complete
guidelines used by readers are available from National Assessment.

The mechanics tabulations were accomplished by the same
readers that did the syntax analyses. Training procedures and
scoring procedures were the same as those described in the
preceding section. Readers could either complete both types of
scorings during the same reading or go through a paper several
times. In either case, the time required to score a paper was.
about 10 to 15 minutes for mechanics error counts, but 15 to 20
minutes for a more detailed analysis including both mechanics and
syntax. (These time estimates include breaks and time for
organizing the papers.) Of course, actual times will vary
depending on the difficulty of each specific writing task, the
propensity of the respondents to write and the number of
tabulations included in the analysis,

Sentence Combining, Cloze Paragraphs, Attitude
and Background Questions

The sentence combining tasks were rated by the syntax and
mechanics scorers. Since these scorers were extremely
knowledgeable in the area of subordination and coordination
strategies, training with prepared papers was fairly perfunctory.
It was decided that one scorer was sufficient, although scoring,
as always, proceeded with the standard quality-control and
reliability checks.

The cloze paragraphs, which were multiple-choice, were scored
by optical scanning machines, as were the attitude questions and
most of the background questions. Responses to the two open-ended
background questions were coded when booklets were checked for
completeness upon receipt from the field.
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Explanation of Exercise Documentation

Exerciqes are reproduced essentially as they were seen by the
respondent. Each exercise is accompanied by a documentation page
containing information about the exercise and its administration.
A sample documentation page appears below, followed by an
explanation of the information included.

Writing Task: Goldfish

NAEP No.: 0-101006-52A-1

Rhetorical Mode: Expressive

Objective: I. Demonstrates ability in
writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas

Subobjective: A. Through free expression

NAEP Scoring: Primary Trait: Expression of
participation in an existence
different from self through
elaboration of detail.

Age: 9

Total Time in Seconds: 930

Number of Lines: Page 1-9
Page 2-26
Page 3-21

2 Pages that contained only lines provided for written responses
are not reproduced. However, the number of pages and lines
provided for responses is indicated in the exercise documentation.
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Nome and NAEP Number

The writing task, or "name," given to eileh OXVI-iN0
provided an an efficient way to refer to any given exercise. The
NAEP number is a unique number assigned to each exercise for
documentation and reference purposes. The exorcise "name" and NAEP
number are provided not only on the documentation page, but are
also found at the top of each exercise and scoring guide.

The NAEP number contains information that may be useful to
the reader. Por example, "Goldfish," the first exercise presented
in this volume and the exercise used in the example above, has the
full NAEP number 0-101006-52A-1. The leading digit before the
hyphen, "0," indicates the subject area of writing. All the
exercises in this volume were developed for the subject area of
writing.

The primary objective and subobjective for each exercise can
also be determined from the NAEP number. Given the six-digit
number between the hyphens -- in this case 101006:

101006: The first number in the six-digit number indicates
the objective. There are three writing objectives.
A "4" indicates a sentence-combining or cloze
exercise and a "5," background questions.

101006: The third number in the six-digit number indicates
the subobjective. 1=A, 2=B, 3=C.

Therefore, "Goldfish" was written to measure writing
Objective 1, Subobjective A.

101006: The last two numbers in the six-digit number are
sequence numbers used to give each exercise in a
learning area a unique number.

The next three digits -- "52A" in the "Goldfish" sample
are an assessment year indicator. The indicators used in this
volume are: 52A -- a 1973-74 exercise used for the second time in
1978-79, 13A -- a 1969-70 exercise used for the third time in
1978-79, and AlA -- an exercise used for the first time in
1978-79.

The last digit indicates the ages at which an exercise was
administered ("1" = age 9, "2" = age 13 and "3" = age 17). Thus,
"Goldfish" was administered to 9-year-olds.
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Rhetorical Mode

The t he tio t lea l mode 01 00(1 wt i t. i iiet t ask I .; veil 14)1

exercises measuring Objectives I and II. oh)ectIve I was
interpreted to require expressive writing. The primary purpose of
most. Objective II (social, business and scholastic) writing WIN
identified as either persuasive or explaatory.

Objective and Subobjectivc

The 1973-74 writing objectives served as the guide for
developing .exercises for both the second (1973-74) and third
(1978-79) assessments of writing. Exercises developed for the
first assessment (1969-70) were reclassified by these objectives
in 1973-74. The documentation lists the assessment objective and
subobjective for essay tasks and the attitude scale.

The sentence combining, doze and background questions were
not developed to measure the objectives per se, but rather to
provide additional information and a better context for reporting
changes in writing performance. Thus, objectives and subobjectives
are not listed for these exercises.

NAEP Scoring

For the open-ended essay tasks, the scoring used by National
Assessment is documented as primary trait, holistic, cohesion,
paragraph coherence, mechanics and syntax or some combination of
these methods. These scoring methods are described more fully in
Part I.in the section labeled "Scoring Procedures." In addition,
these scoring methods are described in detail in the two papers
accompanying this exercise set. The primary trait is listed for
each exercise rated by the primary trait method. The sentence
combining exercises are simply designated as open-ended.

Timing and Lines Per Page

This information documents the amount of time and space
students were given to write their answers. Exercise boOklets were
accompanied by paced audio tapes. For each age group, the total
time allotted for an exercise in the 1978-79 assessment is shown
in seconds. This includes time for both reading the stimulus and
for responding tri the exercise. Actual tapescripts showing exactly
what was read FA how the total time was broken down into stimulus
and response times are available from National Assessment. Glossy
pictures of the stimulus materials used are also available to
users.
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Using the Exorcises

Notional Assessment believes that assessment of writing, like
assessment in any other subject or skill, should he conducted
according 10 clearly defined goals. However, NAEP goals, as
defined by panels of writing educators, may not be the precise
goals of the writing program in every district, school or
classroom. Even When goals do correspond, NAEP data are not always
refined enough to use in making decisions about: concrete program
modifications. flowever, NAEP data can be used to suggest areas
that may be of concern. For example, if over 90% of the
respondents nationally accomplish a specific task, then chances
are that many students in a particular district. can also. But if

only 30% of the students nationally can accomplish a given task,
then this area may warrant investigation. NAEP data can also be
used as a basis of comparison to determine how well students are
doing relative to other students in the same area of the country
or type of community. Such comparisons should be made with care.

If the purpose of a writing evaluation is to replicate NAEP
procedures in order to make precise comparisons with National
Assessment results, some caution is necessary. NAEP has found that
even very subtle differences in interpretation of specific scoring
guide categories make precise comparisons impossible. To help
alleviate this difficulty, NAEP is working with WDSS to further
document the training packets and prepare copies so they can be
made available to those replicating NAEP procedures. In addition,
National Assessment recommends that users arrange for a sample of
NAEP papers to be included in their scoring process as a
reliability check. In this way, shifts in scores given to NAEP
papers can be used as a basis for making statistical adjustments
that will enable precise estimates of performance differences.
Preparing such sample sets of papers is a time consuming process,
and NAEP may be unable to make them immediately available. Still,
NAEP will do its best to respond to requests for information and
assistance.

The following materials may also be helpful references.

1. Writing Objectives, Second Assessment (with a 1978-79
Supplement), 1972
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1980, Oil. 10-W -q1

1. thiidelinos for Derictil::9_ Thrao Aspet:: or Writ Inv
:iyntax, .Cohordon, tind Mochonice, 19t10, no. 10-W-50

4. Writing Achievement 191)4-19: Resulte From the Third
He:lir:nal Writing AHMOR-1.4M0a, A/011111W I 17--Vedr-n1dH,
lono, RopTit. no.1W-W-01

.Achievement, J969-79: Reoults From the Third
Wit-E-TiintaWr FE TT 11.-Year- 01-d ;

P1M1) , -A o po r t no. in-w-n

ti. Writina. Achievement, 1969-79: Results From the Third
NWfronal wrItrica Annossmont. Volume rtt 0-Year-Olas,
1980, Report. no. 10-W-03

7. Procedural Handbook: 1978-79 Assessment, 1980, Report no.
10-W-40

8. Writing Exercise Set, 1976, no. 05-W-25

9. Writing Mechanics, 1969-74, 1976, Report no. 05-W-01

10. Expressive Writing, 1977, Report no. 05-W-02

11. Explanatory and Persuasive Letter Writing, 1977, Report
no. 05-W-03

12. Write/Rewrite: An Assessment of Revision Skills, 1977,
Report no. 05-W-04

A publications list describing these materials and their cost
is available from the National Assessment of Educational Progress
at the following address:

Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 700

Denver, Colorado 80295
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PLIWAll_liglii EXpUoO'41041 or 041ALet4ttoo to ruk 61(0:310114co
tvom golf throuh cielbot:41ioo or Octoil.

1h6 ltlatt. tU ;t l:otlra afros "what it in

to bw that thing." Ths quality tit 4 paper is tiotrActnod by two
factorml the extent to which the writer im able to assumo
another form of existence and «) the degree of specificity the
writer llAidd to elaborate how it, i tO exist do that tou of neioq,

4Nnual_agolligLaltignAlg: Ccmpetence ia indicated Ly the invention
and elaboration of consistent detail. headers should mainly taka
into account the quantity of detail and whether that detail is
particularized to the selected object for exagple, almost any
"thing" could be happy, fewer are cute, still fewer are fuzzy, and
only cats meow. Better papers will not only express a number of
details focused on "the thing" but will elaborate those details in
a sustained and consistent fashion. The best papers will bo
unified by some expressive or logical principle.

0 = No response.

1 = IiiIiS_Qr no viskruzisn LlmhAI Ilt_Iling_IA like. These
responses offer only a miniral atrount of detail. Some may
offer a few (up to 3) highly specific details, but the
responses are lust tro sparse to convey anything beyond a
limited expression of what the thing is like. Others may
offer more (as many as 5) bits of information, but some or
all of them are too vague (or even nonsensical) t. help
particularize the thirq the writer wants to be.

2 = goderAtggispLaagipn 91.AI/it tfig thing jaailig. These
responses are modereftely detailed. They include 4-5 details
which particularize what the thing is like. Yet they either
are too brief or possibly include extraneous or vague bits of
information so that their expression of what the thing is like
remains incomplete or fragmented.
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101006 -1
GOLDFISH

5sagins_galilt cAIassuiss 1g2n±inavAl:

3 = Isualgsl_glikmuign_pf what the thing is like. These
responses may take'several possible forms. -

a. They may include 6 or more details which particularize
what the thing is like. 'However, details tend to be
briefly stated (nct elaborated) and only a moderate degree
of linkagebetweer the details is present.

b. They may contain cnly 4-5 details. However, several of
these details are elaborated. The infotuation seems to be
presented in clusters.

c. They may include k details related toeach other by means
of a narrative or characterization.

In summary, the "3" responses particularize the` "thing" but
lack elaboration and unification of detail. They may even
contain: some inconsistent elements.

4 = L.91D§iZtePt like.
These responses are highly detailed (6 or more details some of
which are elaborated) and are unified by the presence of some
kind of expressive cr logical principle.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misundercstands the task, writes on another topic..

9 = I don't know.
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Gol dfi sh"

Primary Trait Category 2 Resp 2, 'cont. )
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (cont.)
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Goldfish"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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101007-2 "Loss"

Everybody knows or can imagine what it is like to lose something or someone

of special importance. Valuable things may be lost or broken, close friends

or relatives may die or move away, favorite pets may be lost or killed.

Think of some loss you have experienced. Tell what you especially remember

about what you lost, and how it feels to experience such a loss. Space is

provided below and on the next two pages.
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WRITING TASK:

NAEP

Loss

0-101007-52A-2

RHETORICAL MODE: Expressive

OBJECTIVE: I.

SUBOBJECTIVE:

NAEP SCORING:

AGE:

DemonStrates ability in writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas.

A. Through free expreS-Sion

Primary Trait: Expression and substantiation of value
and feeling through recollection and inventive
elaboration.

13

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 1113

NUMBER OF LINES:. p.1 - 12
p.2 - 20
p.3 - 21



101007-2

TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"LOSS"

letoricAl_floge; Expressive

Flimari_ILAAt; Expression and substantiation of value and feeling
through recollection and inventive elaboration.

kAtionAiS Q. Primary Trait: ,
This exercise is oriented to writing

about the experience of lcss, in particular, the kind of loss
which arouses intense feeling. The directive for the exercise'
requires respondents to write about the loss in two interrelated
ways. First, respondents are asked to "tell what you especially
remember about what you lcst." In this way they are led to
express and to substantiate the "special importance" of the lost
'oblect, pet or person. Respondents are next asked to tell "how it
feels to experience such a loss." In other words, they have to
translate.feelinqs into o(tangible terms. The directive as a whole
requires respondents to use writing as a means of defining the
nature of a personal loss -- by defining the value of what was
lost and by defining the felt experience of losing that object,
pet or person. In both instances, the definition is expressed and
substantiated through reccllection.

Gengralgoring LaIi2nale: Ir rating this exercise, readers should
look for evidence that writing is being used to express and
substantiate the nature of a particular loss -- with respect to
Poth the importance of what has been lost and feeling about
the loss. The first may be done through 1) connotative or
value-laden description of the object, pet or person, 2)
description or narration of shared activities or past events
involving the object, pet or person, 3) metaphoric statements
about the relationship between the respondent and what has been
lost. The feeling may be established by 1) descriptionsNof
mental, emotional or physiological reactions to the loss:
descriptions of physical reactions to the loss, such as looking
for the object, burying the pet, or visiting the grave of a
person; 3) metaphoric statements which define or seek to define
the feeling.by using comparisons,. In looking for evidence that
both I/412e and feeling have been expressed and substantiated,
readers should not be misled or distracted by pure reporting of
events leading up to or circumstances concerning the time and
place of the loss. It is inevitable that respondents, will include
some facts, but readers should recognize that merely factual
reports or sections of a responSe given over to factual reporting
are not evidence of a particular value or a'particular feeling
associated with the loss..
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101007-2
LOSS

gepgral§,ggrip4 Rnikonale jcontinueql:

Readers should also be aware that assertions of value, feeling or
reaction--"It was of great value to Me," "It was iuportant to me,"
"I was sad," "I felt bad," "I cried"--are too vague and
generalized in and of themselves to be regarded as evidence of
substantiation. Readers should look for specific and detailed--
evidence in the responses that writing is being used to express
and substantiate the emotional process that loss involves.
Something of value which once existed and produced feelings of
pleasure or satisfaction no longer exists. (For responses that
consider more than one loss, readers should choose the section of
the paper that would receive the highest classification.)

Scaring_Guides_latenpries:

0 = No response.

1 = little or np expression Qf value and feeling. These responses
show no or only vague evidence of using writing to express and
substantiate value and feeling through,recollection and elaho-
ration of details concerning a particular loss.

a = Some "1" responses offer factual reports of varying
lengths but include no or only vague assertions of
feeling.

b = Some "1" papers list a series of losses. Some parts of
the series identify the losses and nothing more; others
may offer vague assertions of feeling.

c = Other "1" responses are just too sparse tc provide any
substantiation of feeling and/or valUe. "I was sad when
my favorite grandfather died." "My cute puppy was run
over by a car. I cried." "I was sad and depressed when
my dog died." "My aunt was nice. She cave over
everyday."

2 = Dgderate expression of valne_and feeling. These responses
show some evidence of using writing to express and substan-
tiate value.and feeling through recollection and inventive
elaboration of details concerning a particular loss.

a = Some "2" papers offer details (2-3) to establish and
substantiate feeling about the loss but dc little or
nothing to substartiate the value of what has been lost.
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101007-2
LOSS

.5c2ing .guisig_gatssglies

t = Some "2" paper offer details (2-3) to substantiate the
value of what as been lost but do little or nothing to
substantiate eEling about the loss. Some of these
papers may eve bstantiate the value of what has been
lost at considerable length, but any feeling concerning
loss is only vaguely present.

c = Some of these responses substantiate both value and
feeling, but the details are few (1 or 2 for each
dimension) and relatively generalized.

3 = izpIguiDn DI vAlue Od feeling. These papers use writing to
express and substantiate value and feeling through recollec-
tion and inventive elaboration of details concerning a
particular loss.

a = Some "3" papers offer extensive substantiation of feeling,
yet they do little or nothing to substantiate the partic-
ular value of what has been lost. Still, the feelings
expressed in the responses imply the value oithe loss.2

L = Some papers which substantiate the value of what has been
lost at considerable length may also be classified "3", it
feeling is implied. The reader should have a real sen.e
of closeness or loss.

c = Some "3" responses substantiate both value and feeling
(2 or 3 details fcr each dimension), but the development
is still somewhat uneven or the details tend to be
generalized.

'4 = levglopegl elaboration of_expression of value and feeling.
These papers express and substantiate value and feeling at
length and they do so through details that are sufficiently
specific and vivid to establish the precise quality of what
has been lost and the nature of the feelings experienced about
the loss. These papers tend to be well organized and develop
the experiential quality of the loss.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.
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"Loss"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Loss"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (cont. )
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"Loss"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Loss"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (vont.)
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Primary Trait Category 3 Responses
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"Loss"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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101015-3 "Grape Peeler"

Sometimes people write just for the fun of it. We thought we would give

you a chance to have some fun writing.

Suppose you ordered from the Golden Fleece Mart, Ripoff, Wisconsin, a

gold-plated electric banana peeler advertised for $1.98. Several days later

you received a letter stating that the supply of gold-plated electric banana

peelers was temporarily exhausted but that your order would be filled as

soon as they received more gold. You have never received the banana

peeler but every week since then you have received a letter assuring you

that your order would he filled as soon as they received more gold.

Now you have received a letter from the store's manager, Mr. Jason Jones,

informing you that they were unable to obtain any additional gold and that
in the meantime they exhausted their supply of banana peelers. However,

they just received a special supply of yellow,paint and electric grape peelers

and they are happy to inform you that your yellow enamel-coated electric

grape peeler is on its way to you.

Write a letter to Mr. Jason Jones. Space is provided on the next two pages.

Have fun writing!
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WRITING TASK: Grape Peeler

NAEP 0-101015-52A-3

RHETORICAL MODE: Expressive - Humorous

ObJECTIVE: I. Demonstrates ability in writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas.

SUBOBJECTIVE: A. Through free expression

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Imaginative elaboration of a humorous
fiction.

Secondary Trait: Elements of "Having Fun" (Limited to
3 and 4 papers)

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

NUMBER OF LINES:

17

1040

p.1 - 21
p.2 - 26



101015-3

TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"GRAPE PEELER"

EhgtorigalAgslei Expressive-Humorous

iximary grail: Imaginative elaboration of,a humorous fiction.

Rationalg of Primary gait: The crucial word at the beginning and end
of the exercise is "fun". In an effort to keep writers from
taking the problem seriously as "business," they are offered
several humorous points of departure. Both kinds of peelers are
unusual--made more so by the addition of electric. Gold vs.
yellow paint adds to the story, and even the cheat price helps.
The Fleece Mart and Ripoff, Wisconsin, are further cues.

General Iggring Rationale: The main problem is to separate the "1"
and "2" papers from the "3" and "4" papers. "1" and "2" papers
take the task seriously, even though "2's" may hint at the humor
in the situation. The "3" and "4" papers demonstrate overt
efforts at humor. The "3's".may demonstrate an ceffortgto
reinforce the absurdity or they may pick up on sone of the verbal
plays and "4's" elaborate the situation by exploiting the
absurdity and/or the verbal plays.

Scoring Ggige Categories:

0 = No response.

1 = Seriggs discourse. Papers in which the writers seem to take
the instruction to write a letter as a test of business skill.
All such responses--nc matter how well done--do not
demonstrate an attempt at humor. on any level, verbal or
situational.

2 = Ambigggus discourse. Papers which are neither clearly funny
nor clearly straightforward and serious. These papers do not
contain any sure, cues of humor. Cn the other hand, there may
be suspicious auounts of extra detail, or slightly, excessive
repetition of funny details from the directive. There may
also be invective and abusive language. But, these features
are not in themselves clear signs that the writer took the
task humorously.
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101115-3
GRAPE. PEELER

-SgosIng_gide Catgagsies(continued):

3 = ligmagin passing. Papers that contain plays on,language,
funny names or other verbal or situational symptoms of humor
but which do not offer much extension of the fictional
situation itself. These writers are clearly amused and give
clear evidence of entering into the spirit of having fun but
stay fairly close to the already established absurdity,
limiting themselves larciely.to linguistic byplay.

4 = lumorousAiscourse. the entire response or a substantial
portion of it is an extended joke or a series of verbal plays.
Some of these papers tray achieve extended humor through
sustained irony, rather than explicit joking, but even the
ironic responses will contain cues to establish a humorous
rather than serious - intention: Although "4" responses will
likely contain various kinds of word play, such as puns, sound
effects, far-fetched metaphors, their humor will Lk? found to
grow out of situational extensions of or variations on the
basically absurd situation introduced in the exercise.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.,-"1
..
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101015-3
GRAPE PEELER

Secondaky_lraits: Clements 2f "having Fun" (Limited to 34;and 4 papersi

Situatignal Invention: Papers in the elaboration gAIEigoEy contain
an elaboration.ot invention of a situation beyond that presented
in the exercise. Ube elakorators invent extensicns of the basic
business situation -- another form of peeler or another related
device (prune pitter, coconut crackers) . Papers in the
creation category contain the creation of a world or a fantasy in
which banana peelers and grape peelers seem to exist--a monkey
farm or a banana plantation, for example.

Elakorate RepeIition: These papers contain efforts to produce
humor by frequent repetition of cuzrbersome phrases or key words.
Examples include frequent repetition of full iteu names or
repeated use of banana or grape stem name with other devices or
products (banana casserole, banana soup, banana tea, etc.).

VerbAl_Wit: This is defined principally as puns and literary
allusions. Examples would. be plays on "fleece" and fancy literary
allusions relating Jason and the Golden Fleece with the Argonauts.
Allusions to Tarzan and Jane as well as plays on "rip-off" are
also counted. Funny signatures should also be categorized here.

Sitgatignal Invention: (see definition above)

1 = Elaboration.
-2 = Creation.
3 = Not present.

ilab2rate Repetition: (see definition above)

1 = Present.
2 = Not present.

Verbal Wit: (see definition above)

1 = Present.
2 = Not present.
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"Grape Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Grapp Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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"Grape Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Grape Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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"Grape Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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"Grape Peeler"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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102012-1

T1AI1 .:0EING GUIDE
"FIIiEFLIES"

kheikrig,§1 Mode: Expressive-Narrative

lapary_lrilit: Imaginative explanation by means df narrative
invention.

Rgtionale 2f ykimAri This exercise presents two challenges to
the writer. The first, introduced with the question, "What do you
think she is doing?" asks the writer to explain. The second
question, "What do you think'she might do next?" introduces the
problem of time and fiction which is confirmed by the directive,
"Write a story." The two directives, then, require respondents to
use the conventions and techniques of storytelling as a framework
for inventing explanations of "what the picture is about."

Generill Scoring Rationale: Essentially readers should concentrate on
whether the response only offers direct answers to the questions
or whether it goes on to tell a story. Writers who only offer
direct answers to the question (s) are scored "1". or "2"; those who
go on to write a story reach the "3" or "4" level. A detailed,
concrete description will earn-a "2" while a less attractive,
generalized narrative might earn a "3". The best papers tell a
fully controlled and detailed story.'

Some elements of the exercise are not relevant to the writing.
Many children Ao not know what fireflies are. Readers must ignore
the literal fact and accept the writer's interpretation when
accounting for the actions. In addition, the introduction states
that the girl. is having fun; however, this thesis is insignificant
and its inclusion is not necessary to complete the task.

Sc2sing guikeCategories:

0 = No response.

1 = S2me explanation] but n2 narrative invertion. These respoffses
deal with the explanatory obligation of the task at a minimal
level. That is, they answer: one cr both of the questions with
a few bits of information (2 or 3) which tell "what the
picture is about."
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1)2012-1.
FIUP1IES

Catgagries 4g9ntinued).:

2 = b9derAte tgAmEle ex.planationL but little or co
nAgiatiu_inyenti2n. Essentially, these responses are longt-r
versions of category "1" responses. They explain "what tha
picture is about" by providing moderate to apple (4 or more)
details. They are not set in a story framework although some
ray include minimal attempts such as giving the girl a name or
implying a cause and effect relationship or a time sequence.
No matter the number of details or an attempt to get into a
storytelling framework, these responses remain little more
than discrete or disconnected answers to the questions posed
in the stimulus.

= julaginAtille explanation, by means of narrative invention.
These papers invent details and cast them intc a frameWork.
They use several storytelling devices such as naming
characters, setting scene, temporal or causal linking,
dialogue, etc. However, they remain flawed in the sense that
the stories are not sustained. For example: 1) they may begin
with question answering before moving into storytelling, 2)
they may set up a situation but the plot or narrative is only
offered in bare outline form (no more than one or two bits of
invented information), or 3) they may set up a situation and
get into the story but either lapse out of storytelling into
question answering or leave it unresolved, hanging in mid-air.
In summary, the "3" responses explain the picture through
storytelling but do not demonstrate full ci-;ntrol.

4 = ImulnAtive explanAtion._by means of developed and controlled
niusativg_inzenti2n. These responses explain the picture
through a fully controlled and detailed story. They set the
scene immediately, invent moderate to ample details not
provided by the picture, cast the details into a narrative
without lapses and provide a conclusion to their story.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.
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102012-1

COHESION SCONING GUIDE
(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Asnessment)

117IEEFLIESII

in scoring papers for cohesion, scorers need to be attentive not only
to the incidence of cohesive ties but also to their successful
ordering. Underlying and further strengthening these ties is
syntactic repetition, both within and across sentences. The following
example achieves cohesion by lexical cohesion, conjunction, reference,
and substitution, and yet these various kinds of cohesion are both
emphasized and related among themselves ty numerous incidents of
syntactic repetition:

There is a girl who is catching fireflies. She is
putting some into a jar. When she is finished, she will
take them into a dark room and watch them glow. After that
she will let them go so that they could lay eggs and there
will be more fireflies for next year. Then she can catch
their again year after year.

When both the incidence and ordering of cohesive ties pattern the
entire piece of writing, the writer has created what we ordinarily
call coherence.

Sggging Guide Categories:

1 = Ilttls_or n.g_evidence of_cohesion. Basically, clauses and
sentences. are not connected beyond pairings.

2 = IIIgmpts_ALs2lesion. There is evidence of gathering details
but little or no evidence that these details are meaningfully
ordered. In other words, very little seems lost if the
details were rearranged.

3 = gehesion. Details are both gathered and ordered. Cohesion is
achieved in the ways illustrated briefly in the definition
above. Cohesion does not necessarily lead to coherence, to
the successful binding of parts so that the sense of the whole
discourse is greater than the sense of its parts. In pieces
of writing that are cchesive rather than coherent, there are
large sections of details which cohere but these sections
stand apart As sections.

4 = C2herence. While there may be a sense of sections within the
piece of writing, the sheer number and variety of cohesion
strategies bind the details and sections into a wholeness.
This sense of wholeness can be achieved by a saturation of
syntactic repetition throughout the piece (see description
above) and/or by closure which rettospectively orders the
entire piece and/or by general statements which organize the
whole piece.
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FIREFLIES

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another toulc.

9 = I don't know.

NOTE.\ f Scorers should not take mechanics or transcription errors
into consideration. Also, the scorers should judge only the
3nigkr9lAIga9gss of the ideas, NOT the quality of those ideas.

LAADDles 2f C2hesive Iles:

In general, "cohesion" refers to the ways clauses and sentences are
related to each other and can be thought of as the gathering and
ordering of related ideas. If the parts of a discourse cohere, they
"stick" or are "bound" together. Cohesion is achieved by ties of
considerable variety. And these ties can be both semantic and
structural. Additional examples of specific kinds of cohesion ties
are identified by (Halliday and Hasan in C21gsi2n in Ilglish (1976) .

The girl has a jar to put bugs in. The bugs arc called fireflies.

ggnitingilsan

Additive -
The girl is catching lightning bugs. She is also catching
butterflies.

A-dversative -
I wanted to help the little girl catch fireflies, but I couldn't
find her.

Causal -
This little girl is trying to catch fireflies so she can take them
to school.

Temporal -
She is catching lightning bugs and putting them in a jar. Next
she will show them to her mother. Later she might let them go.
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Per:ional
YhoLc once Wit :.1 a qivl. Sip) liked to calt:h blow.

Dcmonbtuative -
She is collecting bug :3. juin collection is for htr icience

Comparative -
I wish I had some hubbies liXv

LiukEti.tAtion

Nominal -
The lightning bugs are out and the little girl wart, to catch
§9199..

Clausal (use of gg and Qt) -
The little girl knows they are fireflies because her mother said

4111i)§i§

Nominal
The girl's mother told her to let the bugs go but she wouldn't

1.

Verbal -
She had to go to her room and couldn't come out until her mc, het
said she could j 1.

clausal
She is catching either lightning bugs or butterflies but I don't
know which f 1.

Note: While helping plan the 1978-79 writing assessment, National
Assessment consultants expressed the opinion that coherence and
cohesion deserved special consideration and that a more thorough
method of describing information about coherence was needed. In
consequence, this cohesior scoring guide was developed and used
With this exercise to replace the paragraph coherence guidelines
developed in 1973-74.
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:IYWTAX :i(nh1,N(1 0011)1, CWWINE
T-CM ANALYA

OeveloptAi for the 11)70-79 Writing Audeuuuent)
01F1hEVLIEB"

I, q-unit delineationA 'T -unit: is one wain ciauuc with fill Ulu
phrauem and uuhordLating ciauoeu. (Eagentu arc included wit. it
either the preceding or the following '1-unit, propLiato.)

II. Embedding

A. Nomialization

1. niminal_Clusgg--clauses used as subjects, direct
objects, subject couplements, or objects of
prepositions.

2. lisminAl algis9s--phrases used as subiects, direct
objects, subject couplements, or objects of
prepositions.

B. Adjectival Modification

1. EglAtin_clAyssA--clauses that modify nouns or,
occassionally, complete sentences, including clw.f 01:

time, place and manner.

2. flgslifying f'hras.0--restrictive or non-restrictive
phrases directly following the nouns they modify.

3. nAnspased MOilying Phxass§--non-restrictive phrases
separated from the nouns they modify, verbal phrases,
nominative absolutes, and appositive noun phrases.

4. Genklyes--possessive phrases, pre-noun proper name
possessives and possessive pronouns.

5. GingJe Word_Ere-noun liodifiers--adjectives that precede
the nouns they modify.

C. Adverbial Modification

1. Adverbial _clausesclauses of reason (cause/purpose),
condition, or ccncession.

2. AgiesliAl PhrAses--phrases of reason (cause/purpose),
condition, or ccncession.
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I 1 I aod LOWItitAAAW

L't )Fi11.11ttl I,

Oanck' NAVV c10Pilte)ti'l,c0 t lic tuxt tot tho 00411t OC
loth hitra- dcd iotot-T-mat Bret, a "and" (WO "on=" 1.0!Vo

M0Chilio t41)4t4tcid.)

tielodn c thou loll icc4 L 1:0 1. 1.011:4

14 lift_114Willq_litlpltMl--CIdUhvti ou huatict,. that oxitnhLi:ih

2
that obtablish

Vh14::;09

1. Qthgt 11:1011a9-wotdvi, cltiumv, or phreitioti that
Ilkileatt) an addltiOlif d ticqUenCe, OU 4 comparition.
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0111t IN

(0.,volo)Iog tinv th 111/I 14 Wtitinq 10ipichtlziovnt)
011'' 1hPFLIE:i0

.4.1111 t;14'il 1,0110 I ,1)( t t4It

Ilv,ticriplioil 01 :ittlittine:0

I. dinta_sAiuten (cotkea tvntment) --A word (Rout) tid ih
dialogue, tor ettphanin, or wi an txcl.nontion that not

nn indopctidnt ciouno.

2. IiimILV--A uenteuce that contninu n nubjcet nnd d VhUh.
It may alSo have au oblect of a subject coaplemont,

3, :L1,0111ALAI/h_phIALit--A simple sentence thdt, contains a
prepositional, infinitive, gerund and/or paiticipial
phrase. Sentences containing appositives, nominative
absolutes, and vorbals were also ucored in this
category.

4. Csmulud--A sentence containing two or Pore simple
sentences joined by something other thar a comma.

5. zugna_yAlli_DIKALiR--A coupoend sentence contiining at
least one phrase in one of the independent clauses,

6. &;saiRlgig (and conoound-complex)--A senterce cotaininq ut
least one independent clause and one dependent clauso.

7. compleA (and conpoud-complex) wIth_phtAse--A sentence
containing at least one independent clause, one
dependent clause, and one phrase.
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I . ulll 4414 cr.l 1 cite: I Mc 14 t ;4, v.t111 tar.

A. :111 eiotti yni:o w 1 t it Pon, 1 il,c 111, 11 t .41 (414-.1 lc Ili c I 11:41 1141

1101 IaII 111( lit, 4 it I 0.14 I I ttr-) )

tittIOVIit:t1

rmAua- -A ati11lt11. 4i 4:410 C1101111 1 WU 11'111 ci 1W-10110,H .141
Cin114-1vri W LI Ii 1,0 011iiclUn114,11 ill .:ottittoction

separating (hull'.

I). 011 died ticto,,eci 4.4wh14 i101 41f 10)F0
ilittupdollt c[autic:; 7;ttung tooethel with
conlunctiont.,

comma splicc--A sentence containing two or mot.)
independent etauses sepatated hy a comma itr-itead id
d tie:It/COL Oil It 44 4:11411:11i1Itil 11141 4:4111 11114:I ,1111.

word (lion!), of Ilea than an
independent clause, that is written and punctuated ott a

centence.

NUIL: The scoring of 'r-unit constituents makes it possible for
!Writ, of the preceding sentence types to he deiivcd thEough aArd
analysis.

II. Faulty Sentence Construction (These scores aic in addition
to the sentence types.)

1. 993c%EsInt_Ls1.9s--A sentence ib scored for an agrecmcnt
error if at least one of the following is present:
subieet/verb do not agree, pronoun/antecedent do not
agree, noun/modifier do not agree, subject /object
pronoun misused, and/or verb tense shifts.

2. AwkwAxA_Sent2nge--(The awkward categories are listed
below in their crder of precedence. Cnly one score was
given to a sentence.)

a. Faulty parallelism- -Any parallel construction that
is semantically or structurally dysfunctional. A

situation where the writer shifts from one tense to
another tense.

1. Pronoun reference - -A pronoun's antecedent is
unclear.

c. Illogical construction -- Faulty modification or a
dangling modifier or a functionally nisarranged or
misproporticned sentence.

d. Cther dysfunctions--A sentence that contains an
omitted or extra word and/or a split construction.
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Fireflies

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 1 Responses
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 2 Responses
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"Fir?flies"

Cohesion Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category-3 Responses
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 3 Response5r, (font,)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 3 Responses (cunt)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Fireflies"

Cohesion Category 4 Responses (001/..)
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"Fireflios"

Cohesion Category 4 Responses (colt.)
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I NO 1 ;1- 1 " witi rim"

( Con tin twit I

*I to IN It picture of a kangaroo in Australia. Look at the picture (of a whilo,

What do you think is happening? Where do you suppose the kangaroo came

from? Where do you think he is going? Look how high he jumps! Why (to

you suppose he is jumping over the fence?

Write a story about what is happening in the picture.
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hilloTOhltAL MODE: MXpLur.i;Avi. tiot:fotivo

OttOECTIVE: I. DemoutilLdtob wittitig to wklunl pt.lhOhal
foul 1iii1;1 And 1(104;4,

SU ilt)Ii.ltiCT IV N : h the one of convent Iend 1
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11.!.011 1

These writers will enter into the picture imaginetively asing
devices au dialogue and character names. There will be clear
structure and a sense of drama, which will answer the ',what', and
',whys' of the question. The ',where', may or may not be described,
but the paper will have d 41,44) of substance. The writing will
usually have some spelling and sonterce construction urors but
will show a clear !cense of English syntax.

Score of 3

These papers will leave out parts of the picture, such as the
ferce or the lump; and will have less completeness or drama than
the 4 paper. They may give commentary or explanation rather than
a story. They will have substance, some sense of drama, and some
imagination, and they will deal with the ',what" and the ',why" of
the question. The writing need not have much sutordination or
syntactic fluency, but it will not be so filled with errors as to
be difficult to read.

Score of 2

The 2 papers have some sense of narration and situation; however,
the story will be fragmented or incomplete, the writing will be
vague, and there will be little use of the imagination. The 2
papers may ignore the picture but use the situation. They will be
very brief, studded with errors, and may contain only a single
complete sentence or a series of speculations about the picture.

Score or 1

The papers scored as a 1 (Tay be einiaal attempts, sometimes only a
phrase. The papers may le unfathomable tecause of errors. There
may be no sense of narrative and, thus, only a series of
urconnected.statements.

Score of 0

No-response papers should be given to the Table leader for
scoring.
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VAliAtiVANI cIIILLENcE 7-c(jilt4ti
(nevelped frt*i tht lq/1-14 Wifitnq Apitaw...ut:1111

"KANGAk0040

varograph bevel Se.oteo

kviipuaullAbvil--The paragraph to viooday dioeerotble but to

lit i t kin COht) 1.011 t 1101: 4111$/t-WHithi, The) ope.?(I
n Iluv, or ntoppetd iii the ifitddits tho [tilt: dud otarted hack
at t0 Wdrgilis

L't:Il.d:1L'pl1U..SS21lSlltil -Thu tioutencuk: are linked using tranoitlono
and/oL othet cohesive devices. 'I ho Ldeao orderod and
their relationohip to each other to cleat but the pataqraph

NOMO flOilho ondordovelopod. Thlo catogory also include.,
paragraphs that are ovordeveloped; thdt io, the writor
incorporated at iedflt two COhOrOht paragraphs into ono.

. xtagimg_bajdomillhe paragraph has an expressed or stn

implied topic which identifies and limits th4 'rain area of
concern. Every sentence in the paragraph adds to or oxplain
something about the main topic in a systematic manner.

NoTE: Papers that are illegikle, copies of the stew, or lists of
spelling woods are designated as such and receive no further scoring.
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:otalAx cjalrm1 111VE!-O told hrthAtilt
:icot,1NO ooltitti

i0.lopod r0c the 19/1-)4 wttling
"hAN0Alict,"

14 :.elottmCc: 1 dVvl. :441tnx cotvq.atil;,

roheftpttoo ot !icoteocc

I. t1.ni1;_bl4p19aGQ (couroct tvainvcint)--A woid quoup u:-;ott
dldloquo, LOL ouphdhitt, or Ati An exclawation that it. 1101

4n indopendont clatimu.

tagp1/1"-A tientonco that containh ti tialcct 41111 A Vol' I.

It mAy also have An On1WIt Or 4 x4OhlOCt CODOOMOnt.

3. :Anial_tilh_phiAbt--A tilrrpl., bentanco that contaiva n
propositional. Infinitive, gerund and/or participial
phrane. Sentences containing appositivts, nominativ0
annoluteo, and verbaln were also scored in this
category.

4. Weusigu4--A nentimcv containing two ot note 0implo
:1entunctm loined Ly twiacthing ()thou than it comma.

5. climmilLyilb_mINAD11--A coupound sentenct containing at
least on phrase in one of the independent clau8es.

c2222gli (and coapound-complex) --A sentence containing at
least one independent clause and one dependent clause.

7. cgmR1gA (and conpound-complex) withplrAft--A sentence
containing at least one independent clause, one
dependent clause, and one phrase.
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cummit nplice--A ninitence c:ontnittind two 01 mete
independent clatnem Iwpatated by d 4..11MM4 1111t4'411
n 144_911i:01011 4ll .1 4 :04)111 I0h11 Ili(' 000 100.

I111.:UllsALI.AltlqWt11t--A400 Imtd qtwih,
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it t

Noll,: 'the scort.nq of '.!.-unit. conutttuentvi mahcH it pontiible 101
s.opat 01; I h1! IIVOR;t1111.flli !Mitt/M:11 1 ypets to hu t hl oil to (kit

it

Is. Faulty Sentence Constiuction (111se :4401 41:)
to the sentence typen.)

dry t.n addit int

1. 9ggsgima.11121--A sentence is scored for an wircement
error if at least one of the following is present:
subject/verb do not agree, pronoun /antecedent do not
agree, noun/modifier do not agree, sub-j ect/object
Pronoun misused, and/or verb tense shifts.

2. AtitNALL§gptcncg--A sentence is scored awkward it at
least one of the following proLlen's is rresent: faulty
:Ittbordination, unclear pronoun referent, misplaced
modifier, ouitttd or extra word, faulty coordination,
mixed or illoqic,k1 construction, and /or Lplit
construction.
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KANGAROO

III. Punctuation ErrorsEvery error of commission ard error of
omuission 4s scored for commas, dashes, quotation marks
semicolons, apostrophes, and end marks. The most informal rules
of usage are used with the writer receiving the benefit of any
doubt.

IV. Word Level Mechanics Categories

A. ligi9-ch2ice

1. Structure word Error- -The writer' needed a preposiiton or
conjunction but used the wrong one.

2. Other word choice error--This category includes using a
form word (nouniverb, adjective, or adverb) that is off
by some shade of meaning, using the wror.q principle part
9f a verb, and attempting a verb, adjective, or adverb
form that 4s nonexistent or unacceptable.

B. lEallia2

1. reversal- -This category includes situations where a .

letter is written backwards or upside down.

2. Plurals- -The plural is incorrectly formed or is not
formed at all. (The reader must be certain the situation
is\not an agreeuent problem.)

3. Phonetic attempt- -The spelling reflects the correct
pronunciation of the word. Homonym confusion is included
in this category.

4. Other spelling errors- -This category includes word
division errors at the end of a line, two words written
as one, one word written as two, superfluous plurals,
groups-of distinguishable letters that do not make a
legitimate word, and groups of distinguishable letters
that do not reflect the correct pronunciation of the
desired word.

C. capitalization - -A wcrd is given a capitalization error score
if the first word it a senteritrC is not capitalized, it a
proper noun or adjective within a sentence is not
capitalized, and if the pronoun "I" ,is not capitalized.

The mechanics scoring was designed to allow the writer as much
flexibility as possible under existing rules of correct writing;
consegUently, any time two authorities on mechanics disagreed, the
most informal intrepretation was used.
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 1 Responses
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 2 Responses
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 2 Responses (court.'
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 4 Responses

(Cont' .)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Kangaroo"

Holistic Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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102015-2 "Rainy Day"

Pretend that when you got up this morning, you looked out the

window and saw that it was raining. How did you feel?

Think for a while about the feelings you have on a rainy morning.

Then write a composition telling how a rainy school morning makes

you feel.



WRITING TASK: Rainy Day

NAEP 1: 0-102015-13A-2

RHETORICAL MODE: Expr3ssive

OBJECTIVE: I. Demonstrates ability in writing to reveal personal
feelings and ideas.

SUBOBJECTIVE: B. Through the use of conventional modes of discourse

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Expression of feelings through
systematic elaboration of detail consonant with a
mood and situation.

Cohesion

Syntax: T-unit Analysis

Syntax (Sentence Types) and Mechanics

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

NUMBER OF LINES:
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TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"RAINY DAY"

asigsigAlAgde: Expressive

2zimuyIxAit: Expression of feelings through systematic elaboration
of detail consonant with a mood and situation.

1§IisanAle_gg psiman Igait: The situation is specified as the rainy
morning of a school day. The direction "pretend" invites the
writer to recall a situation and generalize an attitude toward it.

"Write a composition" invites the respondent to be careful about
organization, so the elaboration must be systematic in trying to
evoke a defined or implied state.

Ggagral Usging IAIkanale: The key issue is to validate a generalized
attitude by citing apt detail. The feelings may to simple (I like
it, I hate it) or complex feel sad when I get up, but ''when I go

Out I feel better). Details may be representative (wet clothes,

sound of rain, darkness, hinderance to play, necessity`ecessity to wear

wraps) or analogical (like someone''s nagging, like I lost my
friends, like I am going to get sick), but they should validate

how one feels. A good paper will require a more evident
organizational system and more details. Some writers engage in

dialogue. Others state a theSis within an explicit situation in
the manner of a formal essay. The approach and style are left to
the writer but a good papet must have sufficient detail to clearly
convey feeling and crust be well organized.

5g9LiDAAAIWc.dIS3Q/12§:

0 = No response.

1 = little gr. 112_1x2ressim of feelings. These responses do not
fulfill the two basic conditions established ly the trait- -

stating a feeling and elaborating that feelin.g:. This may
occur in the following ways: 1) cne or two feelings may be

named but are not substantiated with any kind of detail, 2) a

feeling is named but is only substantiated with one
unelaborated detail, 3) some details are given, but feelings

are not named or are so vague as to be ,basically nonexistent,
cor 4)ffeelings and/or details are too confusing, contradictory

or inconsistent to determine the writer's doninant feeling.
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RAINY DAY

.429Kin2_gllisISCAIED=)riNs (C9Utinued1:

2 = gAgEgssion of fgelings. These responses minimally
fulfill the two basic conditions established by the trait: 1)

they name or clearly imply a feeling (no matter how
generalized the naming or implication is, as in, good/bad,
like/dislike) and 2) they name some of the consequences of the
situation that account for that feeling (no matter how
generalized, as in wet, cold, sounds good, looks beautiful) or
they name one conseguende and elaborate on it.

NOTE: These responses may include contradictory feelings, but
most of the paper is devoted to elaborating ore of the
feelings. Ambivalence (feeling both good and bad) about rainy
_school days is legitimate. As long as that position is
clearly stated, these papers are not considered contradictory.

3 = Iggxession 2f feeling. These responses precisely establish a
dominant feeling and elaborate using a variety of specific
details consistent with the feeling. Some principle of
arrangement is present -- temporal, climatic, controlling
point of reference, etc. Generally, these papers clearly show
competence in expressing and substantiating .a feeling. But
they do not show simultaneous control of both structure and
detail. For example,"3" papers may include some element of
conflict in feeling or detail which is not irtegrated with the
dominant attitude (but conflict is merely distracting rather
than seriously confused as in "1" responses) or these papers
may be well coltrolled'but somewhat lacking ir variety and
amplitude of detail.

4 = rigiglgnej and elaboIate.d expression of feeling. These
responses precisely define a feeling or feelings and
substantiate them through an amplitude and variety of \
appropriate details. The details are systematically arranged
and placed into a structure and tight control is demonstrated
at all points.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.
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COHESION SCORING GUIDE
(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Assessment)

"RAINY DAY"

In scoring papers for cohesion, scorers need to be attentive not only
to the incidence of cohesive ties but also to their successful
ordering. Underlying and further strengthening these ties is
syntactic repetition, both within and across sentences. The following
example achieves cohesion by lexical cohesion, conjunction, reference,
and substitution, and yet these various kinds of cohesion are both
emphasized and related among themselves by numerous incidents of
syntactic, repetition:

A rainy school morning makes me feel awful. I feel like
being mean to my brothers for no reason. On a rainy morning
the whole world seems against me. I wake up on the wrong
side of the bed and I'm grouchy. On a rainy school morning
nothing goes right. I'm late for breakfast, slow in getting
dressed and usually I forget something I need for school.

When both the incidence and ordering_of cohesive ties pattern the
entire piece of writing, the writer has created what we ordinarily
call coherence.

1 = Lttjde_2Lnosyligng_e of cohesion. Basically, clauses and
sentences are not connected beyond pairings.

2 = Attempts at cohesion. There is evidence Cd gathering details
but little or no evidence that these details are meaningfully
ordered. In other words, very little seemsNlost if the
details were rearranged.

3 = Cohesion. Details are both gathered and ordered. Cohesion is
achieved in the ways illustrated briefly in the definition

r above. Cohesion does'not necessarily lead to coherence, to
the successful binding of. parts so that the sense of the whole
discourse is greater than the sense of its parts. In pieces
of writing that are cohesive rather than coherent, there are
large sections of details which cohere but these sections
stand apart gs sections.

4 = Kgle/ence. While there may be a sense of sections within the
piece of writing, the sheer number and variety of cohesion
strategies bind the details and sections into a wholeness.
This sense of wholeness can be achieved by a saturation of
syntactic repetition throughout the piece (see desdription
above) and/or by closure which retrospectively orders the
entire piece and/or by general statements which organize the
whole piece.
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RAINY DAY

.5ggling_gaillg_Calgsgries icontinuea:

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.

NCTE: Scorers should not take mechanics or transcription errors
into consideration. Also, the scorers should judge only the
iptqu.glaIgness of the ideas, NOT the quality of those ideas.

Ixamplgs of g2hgbive Ties:

In general, "cohesion" refers to the ways clauses and sentences are
related to each other and can be thought of as the gathering and
ordering of related ideas. If the parts of a discourse cohere, they
"stick" or are "bound" together. Cohesion is achieied by ties of
considerable variety. And these ties can be both seuantic and .
structural. Additional examples of specific kinds of cohesion ties
are identified by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in fIglish (0978).

lexical
I like Rain on_school days but I dislike rain on weekends.

I stepped right into a puddle. That puddle was a complete
surprise to me. That muOji bole ruined my day. That place fooled
me.

C2011=19D

Additive -
It was a muggy day and I couldn't stay awake.

Adversative -
I really didn't feel like going to school in the rain, yet I did
anyway.

Causal -
I love rainy school days lecause my mom always legs me stay in
bed.

Temporal -
I put on my raincoat whgn it rains. Thgn I put on my plastic hat.

I get myself out the door.
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RAINY DAY

ZAABRIM sg_gshvsivv 2,1g§_1Wsrtimmikl:

EgIgmcs

Personal -
Rainy mornings are never fun for kids. They get wet waiting for
the school bus.

Demonstrative -
I feel sad on rainy school mornings. ThAt feeling is one I don't
like.

Comparative -
Today's the same kind of rainy day as this sine we had yesterday.

Nominal -
I couldn't find my yellow rain coat, but my mom told me to take
the other gine.

Clausal (use of so and not) -
Was it going to rain all day? The weatherman said so.

Ellipsis

Nominal -
This was not the first rainy day I'd stayed in bed, only the
second [ ].

Verbal
I usually stay in bed on rainy mornings, but I didn't [
time.

Clausal -
I could either stay in bed or get up and go to school, but I
couldn't decide which [ ].

] this

Note: While helping plan the 1978-79 writing-assessment, National
Assessment consultants expressed the opinion that coherence and
cohesion' deserved special consideration and that a more thorough
method of describing information about coherence was needed. In

consequence, this cohesion scoring guide was de4Eloped and used
with this exercise to replace the paragraph coherence guidelines
developed in 1973-74.
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SYNTAX SCORING GUIDE CUILINE
T-UNII ANALYSIS

(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Assessnent)
"RAINY DAY"

I. 7-unit delineation--A T-unit is one main clause 'with all its
Phrases and subordinating clauses. (Fragments are included with
either the preceding or the iollowing T-unit, as appropriate.)

II. Embedding

V

A. Nominalization

1. Nominal clausesclauses used as a subjects, direct
objects, subjeCt complements, or objects of
prepositions.

2. Nomiul P.hrasgsphrases used as subjects, direct
objects, subject complements, or: objects of
prepositions.

B. Adjectival Modification

1. R,-,lativs_Clauses-7.clauses that modify ncuns or,
occaz:donally, ccmplete sentences, including clauses of
time, place and manner.

2. BoAi±ying .Phrasesr-strictive or non-restrictive
phzases -directly if011owing the nouns they modify.

3. Transpgse ModifingPhrasgsnon-restrictive phrases
separated from the nouns they modify, verbal phrases,
nominative absolutes, and appositive -noun phrases.

4. Genitivespossessive phrases, pre-noun proper name
possessives and possessive pronouns.

5. Single Worj kre-noun Acjilifir!rsadjectives that precede
th f. .nouns th(y aodify.

C. Adverbial Modificatiin

1. Adverbial clauses -- clauses of reason (cause /purpose) ,
condition, or ccncession.

2. Adverbial Phrases -- phrases of reason (cause/purpose) ,
condition, or ccrcession.
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111. Conloining and Connective Device:3

A. Coordinate
(Since NAEP computetized the text for the essays, counts of
both intra- and inter-T-unit uses of "and" and "or" were
machine tabUlated.)

L. Semantic (other logical relationships)

1. lime mAming stxuctuie--clause or phrases that establish
time.

2. AgvesAlivs Ang-illative --words, clauses, or phrases
that establish time.

3. Other_slapposts--words, clauses, or phrases that
indicate an addition, a sequence, or a comparison.
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SYNTAX (SENTENCE TYPES) AND MECHANICS
SCORING GUIDE ()MINI:

(Developed for the 1973-74 Writing Assessment)
"RAINY DAY"

I. Sentence Level Syntax Categories

Description of Sentence Types

1. Nin9r sentence (correct fragment)--A word groilp used in
dialogue, for emphasis, or as an exclamation that is riot

an independent clause.

4. Sinple--A sentence that contains a subject and a verb.
It may also have an object or a subject complement.

J. Simple with phrAse--A simple sentence that contains a
prepositional, infinitive, gerund and/cr participial
phrase. Sentences containing appositives, nominative
absolutes, and verbals were also scored in this
category.

4. Compound---A sentence containing two or more simple
sentence:; joined by something other than a comma.

J. Compound with phrase--A compound sentence containing at
least on phrase in one of the independent clauses.

6. Complex (and coupound-complex)--A sentence containing at
least one independent clause and ane dependent clause.

7. Complex (and compound-couplex) phrase--A sentence
containing at least one independent clause, one
dependent clause, and one phrase.
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It. Sentence level Mcchanic:- eategoriet

A. Sentence Types with Punctuation Fr tors (sentences that do
not fall into any of the syntax categories.)

1. lainnuAlmlusa

a. fused - -A sentence containing two or more independent
clauses witL no punctuation or conjunction
separating them.

L. Cn and on--A sentence consisting of four or more
independent clauses strung together with
conjunctions.

c. Comma splice A sentence containing two or more
independent clauses separated by a comma instead of
a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction.

2. lncoriect fxagmentAny word group, other than an
independent clause, that is written and punctuated as a
sentence.

NOTE ; The scoring of T-unit constituents makes it possible for
some of the preceding sentence types to be derived through data
analysis.

B. Faulty Sentence Construction (These scores are in addition
to the sentence types.)

1. Agreement Error - -A sentence is scored fcr an agreement
oerror if at least one of the following is present:

subject/verb, do not agree, pronoun /antecedent do not
agree, noun/modifier do not agree, subject/object
pronoun misused, and/or verb tense shifts.

2. Awkward Sentence--(The awkward categories are listed
beldw in their cyder of precedence. Cray one score was
given to a sentence.)

a. Faulty parallelism- -Any parallel construction that
is semantically or structurally dysfunctional. A'

situation where the writer shifts from one tense to
another tense.

L. Pronoun reference - -A pronoun's antecedent is
unclear.

c. Illogical ccnstruction--Faulty modification or a
dangling modifier or a functionally misarranged or
misproportioned sentence.

d Cther dysfunctions--A sentence that contains an
omitted or extra word and/or a split construction.
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hAINY PAY

hinctmaliou_naAaii-- Every error ot commission and error Ot

0111Witifii01 fiCOUCA for C1111Md:11 danhes, gaotation parks,
semicolons, apostrophes, and end marks. Uhe most informal rules
of usage dLe Wied with the writer receiving the benefit of any
doubt.

IV. Word Level Mechanics Categories

A. Nurhsiiiie--The writer needs a word that is different from
the one written. This category also includes attempts at a
verb, adjective, or adverb fora that is nonexistent or
unacceptable.

addition to a misspelling, this category
includes word division errors at the end of a line, two
words written as one, one word written as two, superfluous
plurals, and groups of distinguishable letters that do not
make a legitimate word.

C. cilpitalizati9n--A wcrd is given a capitalization error score
if the first word ir a sentence is not capitalized, if a
proper noun or adjective within a sentence is not
capitalized, and if the pronoun "I" is not capitalized.

The mechanics scoring was designed to allow the writer as much
flexibility as possible under existing rules of correct writing;
consequently, any time two authorities on mechanics disagreed, the
most informal interpretation was' used.
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.).
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"Rainy Day"

Primary frait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Cohesion Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Cohesion Category 2 Responses
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"Rainy Day"

Cohesion Category 2 Responses (cont.)
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"Rainy Day"

Cohesion Category 3 Responses
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"Rainy Day"

Cohesion Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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LAAE.Pleg Q1 goilgsAv& lies /cortinueiL:

lig.ggvngN

Personal -
,This odd-looking bird ilst stood and looked at me and I could see
he was tame.

Demonstrative -
When I first saw the bird, I ran. That sight would frighten
anyone.

Comparative -
Did you know there is a bird swimming around in cur pool and he is
taller than me.

Substitu_ti2n

Nominal -
I tried to find the odd-lcoking bird everyone: was talking about
but all I saw were the usual ones.

Clausal (use of so and not) -

I asked if the bird was dangerous and the policeiran said he
thoughtmt.

Ellipsis

Nominal -
Everyone said the bird would be there in the morning but I stayed
up to make sure [ 1.

Verbal -
This odd-looking bird started jumping around in the back seat of
my car. The only thing I could do was let it go so I did [ 1.

Clausal -
I have never seen a bird as ugly as that [ ].

Note: While helping plan the 1978-79 writing assessment, Nationa:.
Assessment consultants e:cjressed the opinion that coherence and
cohesion deserved speciaL consideration and that a more thorough
method of describing information about coherence was needed. In
consequence, this cohesion scoring guide was devEloped and used
with this exercise to replace the paragraph coherence guidelines
developed in 1973-74.
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SYNTAX S(ChING GUIDE (AMINE
T-LNIT ANALYSIS

(Developed for the 1978-79 Writing Assessent)
"STORK"

I. .T-unit delineation - -A T-unit is one main clause with all its
phrases and subordinating clauses. (Fragments are included with
either the preceding or the following T-unit, as appropriate.)

I l . Lmtedding

A. Nominalization

1. Nominal clauses--clauses used as a subjects, direct
objects, subject complements, or objects of
prepositions.

2. Nomlnl_Phrases--phrases used as subjects, direct
objects, subject conplements, or objects of
prepositions.

D. Adjectival 'modification

1. helative Clauses--clauses that modify nouns or
occasionally, complete sentences, including clauses of
time, place and manner.

2. MgdiLying Phrases -- restrictive or non-restrictive
phrases directly following the nouns they modify.

3. Transposed Modifying_ihrasesnon-restrictive phrases
separated from the nouns-they modify, verbal phrases,
nominative absolutes, and appositive noun phrases.

4. Genitivespossessive phrases, pre-noun proper name
possessives and possessive pronouns.

5. Single Word Pre-noun Modifiers -- adjectives that precede
the nouns they modify.

c. Adverbial Modification

1. Adverbial Clauses -- clauses of reason (cause/purpose),
condition, or concession.

4. Adverbial Phrasesphrases of reason (cause/purpose
condition, or concession.
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111. Conloining and Connective Devices

A. Coordinate
(Since NAFP computerized the text for the essays, counts of
both intra- and inter-'T -unit uses of "and" and "or" were
machine tabulated.)

D. Semantic (other logical relationships)

1. Time naming structure -- clauses or phrases that establish
t irne.

2. Adversative and illative--words, clauses, or phrases
that establish time.

3. Other signkgsts--words, clauses, or phrases that
indicate an addition, a sequence, or a comparison.
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SYNTAX (SENTENCE IIYVES) AND MECHANICS
SCORING GUIDE OUILINt

(Developed for the 1973-74 Writing Assesuent)
STORK"

I. Sentence level Syntax Categories

Description of Sentence Types

1. Minor sentence, (correct fragment)--A word group used in
dialogue, for emphasis, or as an exclamation that is not
an independent clause.

2. Simle--A sentence that contains a subject and a verb.
It may also have an object or a subject complement.

3. Simple with_phrase--A simple sentence that contains a
prepositional, infinitive, gerund and/cr participial
phrase. Sentences containing appositives, nominative
absolutes, and verbals were also scored in this
category.

4. CQmpeun.4--A sentence containing two or more simple
sentences -joined by something other that a comma.

5. compound witb_phrAse--A compound sentence containing at
least one phrase in one of the Independent clauses.

6. Complex (and compound- complex) - -A sentence containing at
least one independent clause and one dependent clause.

7. complex (and compound - complex) with phrase--A sentence
containing at least one independent clause, one
dependent clause, and one phrase.
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I;.1 runt ones) tieehMI JCS tegor itts

A. Sentence Typos with Vuctuation Etrors Oictitorico that do
not fail into any of the syntax categories0

1. kti1:01IAIIIAAN

a. Fused--A sentence containing two or WOE() independent
clauses with no punctuation or conjunction
separating them.

b. en at!d on--A sentence consisting of tour or. more,

ilidel,cndent clauses strung together with
conjunctions.

c. Comma sp12.ce--A sentence containing two or mere
independent clauses separated by a corAra instead of
a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction.

2. incorrect fsAgment--Any word group, other than an
independent clause, that is written and punctuated as a
sentence.

NOTE: The scoring of T-unit constituents makes it possible for
some of the preceding sentence types to be derived through data
analysis.

B. Faulty Sentence Construction (These scores are in addition
to the sentence types.)

1. Agreement Error--A sentence is scored for an agreement
error if at'least one of the following is present:
subject/verb do not agree, pronoun/antecedent do not
agree, noun/modifier do not agree, subject /object
pronoun misused, and/or verb tense shifts.

2. Awkward Sentence--(The awkward categories are listed
below in their cyder of precedence. Only one score was
given to a sentence.)

a. Faulty parellelism--Any parallel construction that
is serrantically or structurally dysfunctional. A

situation where the writer shifts from one tense to
another tense.

b. Pronoun reference - -A pronoun's antecedent is
unclear.

c. Illogical ccnstruction--Faulty modification or a
dangling modifier or a functionally uisarranged or
misproporticned sentence.

d. Other dysfunctions--A sentence that contains an
omitted or extra word and/or a spli- construction.
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semicolons, apostiophes, and end marks. The most 1111'.01:M4)

(it 11:-4t6C.: 41:(1 Mic.: with the write'. receiving the benefit (t ally
doubt.

IV. Word Level Mechanics Categorios

A. ydAA.01911,10--qho wriff needs 4 word that Is different from
the one wiitten. Ihks category also includes attompts at a
verb, adicctive, or adverb form that is novexi4ltent or

unacceptable.

D. ad liticn to a misspelling, this category
includes wort, division errors at the end of a line, two
words written as one, one word written as two, superfluous
plurals, and groups of distinguishable letters that do not

make a legitimate wcrd.

C. CRitAligAtign--A wcrd is given a capitalization error scot e
if the first word 'in a sentence is not capitalized, if a
Proper noun or adiective within a sentence is not
capitalized, and if the pronoun "1" is not capitalized.

The mechanics scoring was designed to allow the writer as much
flexibility as possible under existing rules of correct writing;
consequently, any time two authorities on mechanics disagreed, the
most informal interpretation was used.
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"Stork"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Stork"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Stork"

Primary Tra-..t Catecory 3 Res:Jorses (Cont. )
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Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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"Stork"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)
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Primary Trait Category 4 Responses
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Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Stork"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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Cohesion Category 1 Responses
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Cohesion Category- 2 Responses (Cont.)
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Cohesion Category 3 Responses (Cant.)
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Cohesion Category 3 Responses (cont.)
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Cohes ion Category 4 Responses
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WiITING 'TASK: Puppy

NAEP *: 0-201001-52A-1

hdETO11CAL MODE: Persuasive - Social/Personal

aJECTIVE:_ II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined' to include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and form or, convention as
appropriate . to particular writing tasks, e.g.,
manuscripts, lotters.

SOLobJECTIVE: A. Social personal

NALP SCTh1NG: Primary Trait: Situationally unique persuasion arough
making of appropriate appeals.

AGE: q

TCIAL TIME IN SECONDS: 743

NUMBEll OF LINES: p.1 - 10
p.2 26
p.3 - 21

co
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201001-1

TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"LETTER TO LANDLORD ABOUT PUPPY"

theigli.cal 110e: Persuasive - Social/Personal

ELimary_llait: Situationally unique persuasion through making of
appropriate appeals.

haiionalg of_aimary Irait: Essentially this is an exercise to
determine how well a nine-year-old can cope with rhetorical
appeals. The request for u letter.to a landlord establishes a
particular audience. The situation, keeping a pet in the fate of
opposition,, focuses the writer's appeals. By directing the writer
to try to convince the reader, the exercise is persuasive, so a
fully successful performarce.must contain appropriate
appeals/reasons.

Gengkal §giaing_Bationalg: Given the limits of time and the age of
the childyen, it would be unreasonable to expect elaborately
structured arguments. Even the better writers may produce
appeals/reasons in a relatively discrete manner .apparently
thinking of one, writing it, down, thinking of another, etc.
Therefore, readers should concentrate attention cn the writer's
success at finding and formulating appeals appropriate to the
audience /and situation.

Sgoling Guide Categories:

0 = No response.

1 = Letterg lacking aggealsaeasons: These letters either contain
no appeals or only nacre inappropriate or vagureasons. They
tend to 1) be confusing in. that it is difficult to understand
what the situation really is or what the letter is supposed to
accomplish, 2) be comprised mainly of threats of violence or
retribution, or'3) request to keep the puppy tut offer no
appeals or only offer a request with one general statement
which is not sufficiently specific or relevart to be
considered an appeal.
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'2C1001-1
PUPPY

.coring G2ide CAtegories (continued':

2 = setters yith lipited &meals/seasons: Letters in this
category cover a broad range, but -all are in some sense
underdeveloped. Some letters request to keep the puppy and
offer-one or two practical or sympathetic appeals. Others
offer several (2 or mcre) appropriate appeals or general
statements, but only infer that the purpose of the letter is a
request to keep the puppy. If a response includes a request
and several appeals one of which is inappropriate, the
persuasive qualities will be less effective and the letter
will probably remain in the "2" category.

3 = .1,etI2LE_Mbbt4ntiAted wjth aPuspriate appeals easons:
Generally these letters include a request substantiated with
approximately three concrete appeals. However, some "3"
letters cite numerous (4 or more) reasons but they are
presented as a list rather than a unified request. Unusually
effective presentations of pathetic appeals or rational
negotiations may also be classified in the "3" category.

4 = iatISX§ devgiuRA anA subgtAntiAtsd_Iith_aPP4opriate
appeals /reasons. These letters are organized such that they
operate as a unified piece of persuasion. They tend to have
openings, closings or both and contain numerous (4 or more)
appeals. Not all of the separate appeals need to be
developed, but usually one is, and all the appeals are
appropriate.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.

. NGTE: Some examples of appeals are listed on the following page.
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201001-1
PUPPY

ymtka_ARREgpriate ARkgals/Peasons:

1) Practical/Specific - "He's house trained." "Fe doesn't shed."
"I'll take him for walks." "He doesn't bark." "I'll give him
Laths." "Doesn't chew on furniture." "He's quiet." "He's a
small breed." "I will pay more rent." "I won't let him
outside, except to take him for walks."

2) Sympathetic/Pathetic - dog birthday present, pleading (I will
cry, please, please), had dog since was baby, the dog will
die, dog legacy of dead grandmother, dog only friend, etc.

,

3) Cther - suggesting a tryout period, nice introductions (allow
me to introduce myself), observing that you understand why the
landlord doesn't allow pets, etc.

Typs1_9L_InaPpropriate Appeals/Reasons:

1) Mildly inappropriate - offer to give dog to landlord, will
move if can't keep dog, the dog will never go outside.

2) Totally inappropriate - violent threats, giant bribes,
childish ranting - "I will hate you."

3) Contradictory - good watch dogs that don't bark or bite.

Tugs of Vague A22gAlgilleasonlADAIgmAlltatements:

"I'll feed my dog." "He won't wreck the apartment." "I'll take
care of my dog." "He's a black and white dog." "He's small."
"He'll be no trouble." "I love my dog." "He's cute." "I want to
keep my dog." "My dog is harmless."
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (Cont.)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont,)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (cont.)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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"Puppy"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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201006-2 "Letter to Principal"

Imagine that your principal asked for suggestions about how to make things

better in your school. Write a letter to your principal telling him just ONE

thing you think should be changed, how to bring about the change, and how

the school will be improved by it. Space is provided below and on the next

three pages. -Sign your letter "Chris Johnson."

333 West Street

Loden, Ohio 99999

September 5: 1978

Mark Hopkins, Principal

Martin Intermediate School

Loden, Ohio 99999
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WRITING TASK: Letter to the Principal

NAEP #: 0-201006-52A-2

RHETORICAL MODE: Persuasive - Social/Organizational

OBJECTIVE: II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined to include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and form or convention as
appropriate to particular writing tasks, e.g.,
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: A. Social 2. Organizational

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Persuasion through invention of issues,
arguments, and evidence appropriate to the defense
of a proposition.

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

NUMBER OF LINES:

13

927

p.1 - 8

p.2 - 26
p.3 - 21
p.4 - 25

S.



20 1006- 2
IRAI1 SCORING GUIDE

"LETTER TO THE PRINCIPAL"

RhelgxigiaMode: Persuasive - Social/Organizational

/rimAry_IliiiI: Persuasion through invention of issues, arguments, and
evidence appropriate to the defense of a proposition.

LDIlonaig21_/Limary_TrAit: The key terns in the directive are "one
thing you think should be changed,, how to bring about the change
and how the school will be improved by it." Taken together, these
terms indicate the persuasive orientation of the Exercise and\the
method by which the persuasion is to be carried out. Respondents
are being asked to use writing not as a way of simply expressing
personal desire and dissatisfaction, but as a means of
communicating public need and discovering ways of dealing
systematically with public need..

Ggneral§gsuing RatAgnale: Since the directions for this exercise
seek to elicit reasoned ard systematic methods of persuasion,
reponses to this,exercise should be scored in terns of this
criterion alone. Matters such as tone or letter form, for
example, should ne± be weighed in scoring. Qualities that should
be weighed as evidence of systematic persuasion are: 1)

focus--evidenced by definition and concentration on a single
change or problem and its solution and 2) appropriateness of
development--evidenced by consideration of issues, arguments,
reasoning and by showing the change is practical and will'bring
about positive results.

Scoing _Guide gAtegpsies:

0 = No response.

1 = not define and defend a change. Some "1" papers do not
propose a change or identify a prOblem, they are simply
statements of attitude, -judgement, desire or dissatisfaction.
Cther "1" papers do identify a problem or recommend a change,
but do not explain how to implement the change or solve the
problem. They do not tell how the school will be benefitted.

NOTE: An elaborately detailed description of a problem should
not be scored higher than "1" if no solution is identified or
defended. Lists of problems or changes should also be scored
"1".
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201006-2
PIIINCIPAL'S LETTER

CAIV1191les 1129DtillPeAl:

2 = Itiipt A, chAnge And Diltx_minimalAefense. Respondents state
a change they want made in their school or a problem that
needs solving. In addition, they must tell: 1) how to bring
about the change or solve the problem or 2) sone way the
school will be improved by the proposed change or solution.

Some "2" papers do present all three elements, but the
reasoning is: not developed. Some are in a sketchy, skeletal,
rudimentary form that is basically a bare outline. Others are
disjointed or the ideas aren't related (solution doesn't solve
problem, benefit isn't related to change, etc.),

3 = Iefine AnclApte.01A change. tapers state a change or identify
aproblem, explain how'to bring about the charge or solve
problem and tell how the change will benefit the school.
Reasoning is used to expand or explain at least one of the
elements. For example,'there might be a detailed plan for
bringing about the change, an enumeration of the benefits or
an elaborate eyplanation of the prohleA.. Usually, one element
is well developed while the others are only asserted or barely
mentioned resulting ir an unevenly developed paper.
(Occasionally a "3" paper will contain an elaboration of a
severe problem (Orugs, race riots, etc.) that 'implies the
benefits without stating them.)

4 = .ntemAtigAlly wing and defale Achange. These papers have
all the elements of "3" papers. In addition, they cast the
material in a sy:,tematic structure !Mich reflects the logical
steps in the process cf bringing about the change. at least
two, and possibly all, of the elements are expanded so that
the various issues are related to each other and to the
proposition being defended.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 := Misunderstands the task, writes on anotl'er topic.

9 = I don't knot'.
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"Letter to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Letior to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (Cont.)
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"Let Ler to Pr i ne. )t I"

Primary Trait Category 2 Respomes
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"Letter to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)
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"Letter to Principal",

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses
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"Letter to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)
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"Letter to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Wont.)
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"Letter to Principal"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)
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201007-3 "Recreation Center"

Some high school students have proposed converting an old house into a

recreation center where young people might drop in evenings for talk and

relaxation. Some local residents oppose the plan on the grounds that. the

center would depress property values in the neighborhood and attract,

undesirable types. A public hearing has been called. Write a brief speech

that you would make supporting or opposing the plan. Remember to take

only ONE point of view. Organize your arguments carefully and he as

convincing as possible. Space is provided below and on the next three pages.
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WRITING TASK: Recreation Center

NAEP #: 0-201007-52A-3

RHETORICAL MODE: Persuasive - Social/Community

OBJECTIVE: II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined to include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and form or convention as
appropriate to particular writing tasks, e.g.,
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: A. Social 3. Community

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Persuasion through invention and
elaboration of arguments appropriate to specified
issues and limited to an audience with a mixed
bias.

AGE: 17

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 998

NUMBER OF LINES: p.1 - 11
p.2 - 25
p.3 - 21
p.4 - 26



201007-3

TRAIT SCORING GUIDE
"RECREATION CENTER"

RhetoLical Mode: Persuasive - Social/Community

Ptimary_jaait: Persuasion through invention and elaboration of
arguments appropriate to specified issues and limited to an
audience with a mixed bias.

Ra±ionale of Primax_y_Trait: 'this task represents controversial
situations that prevail in any civilized society-- situations
which are resolved ty a deliberative response. The directive to
"be as convincing as possible" indicates the persuasive

.orientation of the task. It requites that respondents'develop and
support arguments appropriate to their position.

General Scoring Rationale: Support may consist of evidence and/or
appeals to general truths, to experience, or to social and
economic values. The support must be consistent with the position
and should be of at least moderate length to demonstrate
competence (scale point "3"). Excellence is achieved by
demonstrating a capacity not only to invert and support arguments
but also by addressing both sides of a controversial issue. Thus,
the uost successful respondents will be able to support their case
on its own merits as well as answer or refute at uoderate length
the causes of the opposition.

ScoNing glide Categories:

0 = No response.

1 = Lo_not,define and deKend a point of view. Soue of these
papers have not explicitly or implicitly taker a position.
Cthers may contain a thesis statement or clearly imply a
position but do not give several supporting reasons to develop
their arguments. SOME typical score point "1" papers present:

(a) Attitudes and opinions about related social issues
without a clear statement of position--these include
free-floating, uncontrolled statements cf opinion showing
no concern for taking a stand and supporting it.

(b) Position statements but no related support--often these
papers merely reiterate their stand in various forms.
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201007-3
RECREATION CENTER

Scoring Guide Categories jcontiflued) :

(c) Position statements preceded or followed by elaborate
introductions.

(d) Position statemerts followed by arguments and appeals not
connected to the crucial issues.

(e) Position statements followed by one or two undeveloped
reasons.

(f) Position statements but the paper goes off tangentially
into another realm (clarifying terms, personal gripes,
etc.)

2 = Define a point of view and offer minimal: defense. These
papers explicitly state or strongly imply a position and give
one or more clusters of arguments or appeals. (A cluster is a
reason asserted with no more than one or two tits of evidence
or related appeal.) Score point "2" papers usually consist of
a chain of briefly developed appeals in support of a position
or answering the opposition. They do not develop a line of
argument or link the clusters to each other. (The underlying
assumption is that the lines of arguments, reasons or appeals
are appropriate to the issue.)

3 = Qefine and defend a pcint of view. These papers clearly state
or imply a position ard present at least one substantially
developed line of argument or two moderately developed lines
of argument relevant to t'-e issues at hand. More evidence to
support the position ' esentcd than in "2" papers.

4 = .Systematically_define and c'efend_aRoint of view. These
papers present at least twci'moderately developed lines of
argument, one which supports the position and one which
answers the possible arguments raised by the opposition. The
lines of argument usually will be linked as well as carefUlly
organized. Other "4" papers may contain a moderate statement
of support with a brief address answering each of the major
opposition positions.

7 = illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (cont.)
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And2Lk_fe;? 4L- ke,Ade&
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (Cont.)

10CSa

appo-me
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses (Cont.)
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses
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"Recreation Center"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (L'ont:.)
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"Pocreatien Coo ter"

Primary Trait Category 4 Re5pon,;es coNt.)
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202014-3 " 1 ec tric 111 anke t"

Suppose that on June 4,1978, you ordered an electric blanket that liig Mart

had advertised for $14.98. On June 1.5, you received a letter stating that the

supply of electric blankets was temporarily exhausted, but that your order

would be filled shortly. You have never received the electric blanket, but

every month since then you have received a computerized bill for the $14.98.

Now, after three months, you have received the letter below.

t.>

BIG MART INC.
P.O. Box 29

Buffalo, New York 14240

September 10, 1978

In reply refer to

Account 64377

Dear Customer:

According to our records your account has been unpaid for three

months. If there has been an error, please let us know what the

problem is.

We hope that within ten days we will receive $14.98. Otherwise,

we will have to refer your account to our collection service.

Very truly yours,
1414,Pir 1),,,144/

280

291

Jason Jones
Accounts Manager



202014-3 "Electric Blanket"

(Continued)

Pretend that you are Pat. Brown and write a letter to Mr. Jones explaininv, why

you never sent the $1,1.98.
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WRITING TASK: Electric Blanket

NAEP 0: 0-202014-')2A-3

WIET0RWAL MoD41 Explanatory - Business

OBjECTIVE: II. Demonstrates ability to ,writo in response to A wlde
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined to include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and form or convention as
Appropriate to particular writing tasks, o. g
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTI/E: B. Business/Vocational

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Situationally routine explanation by
means of crucial detail.

Seccndary Trait: Self-Expression

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

NUMBER OF LINES:

AL_
896

p.1 - 19
p.2 - 26



41- .1

'INA! OP I NO GO1
F t 11 I ( 11 LA NEIYI rr

11 hui9111;41_11ild: Explanatory - nuninenn

:iltuntionally routine explanation by IrCjallti ot crucial
detail.

ligilUDD11-111I-2tiDAU 11411: diroctivv rctiPondimtH toclearly communicate the irtormation necessary to explain thesituation. Since the information is given, the writer need= to
recognize the pertinent details and transcribe them in ct manner
that conforms to the conventions of business letter writing. The
main issue, however, is will the letter accomplish its purpose.The tone and style of the letter are of tqsser importance.

(IgnelA4 zgsaim_afailluAlg: The main criteria for rating this exerdiseis the presence and accuracy of the information transmitted. Thekaslc task is accomplished if the writer is identified, the
'situation is explained and a directive is given. The other
inforMation serves to amplify the letter and increase the chances
that the Big Mart will be able to solve the problem.

.kolgina_gaida gAtegoriqs:

0 = No response.

1 = The letter is in some crucial sense incomplete. The write) is
not identified and/or the situation is not explained and/or a
directive is not giver.

2 = The writer is identified, reference is made to both the
Lill /collection letter and the product, and at least implies
Big Mart should clear up the matter.

3 = The writer identifies account number or name and address,
refers to Lill /collection letter, denies receiving product and
gives clear direction for future action.

4 = The writer identifies account number, mentions date and
receipt of bill/letter, denies receiving product and gives
clear direction for future action. The letter also includes
other information that serves to amplify and increases the
chances that Big Mart will solve the problem.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.
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1:1E(MAUC

NOVAz lo Illdkillll.C,u coporting NAtionaf
4;atiogorktott ('ho 14,440WCW, inrolmation. The rouc tt:att C.air44101:1c:i wore
deriVed through data 4114tytii.H.

I. identittca(Lon or WrtreA or Lettel

I Ito dial) iCtt ita I
Ohl V

.3 4-i 31411141 and 4thil:Cloti
4 , account number

IL. StoteMent Or Situation
A. Reference to Pill/collection Lotter.

1= no mention of receipt of bill/letter
2 u mentions recoIrt of bill/lorter (may or nay not include

vague referenced to tiwv)
= mentions date and rcceipt of bill/letter

V. Reference to Product/Electric Blanket

1 = does not ilenticn product/electric blanket
2 mentiom; blanket but does not explain it was never

received
3 = denies receiving product/electric blanket

Directive

1 = future action suggested inappropriate (unlawful or
violent) o unclear.

2 = leaves future action up to Big Mart (please clear this
up) or does not propose ar further action or solution
implying Big Mart should clear up the natter.

3 = gives clear proposal for future action (send blanket,
won't pay, cancel order, sue, cancel account)
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ttrclutc btAWT

tLuVtlakit,41.

t)11101: Hotpritt ti1Co;10atiOil

A. hartitemco t4) otd.Jr RkInket

1 - d0000lt votor to tottidi ordor.of hictokt
muotioori initLa1 tildttu (way Itl way wit 4,1hv vaqiik
Letoreneeti to ttmo)
titatee date and vorouti to m260.(tat

4 otrorm coPY or order:

kotoVonco to linckocdor Lottot (Juno suppty Mkbaupitod)

1 ,A no mention of hickerder letter
2 --, mentionti backorder 'otter (may or may cot mako twine

reteroncom to time)
3 atatee date and reform to backordov letter
4 *R offers copy of backorder letter.

C. Reference to Repeated Billing

1 = no mention of repeated billing
2 = mentions repeated billing
3 = states length of time or number of bills received
4 = discusses, explains, or mentions actions or efforts

related to trying to stop or straighten out repeated
billing

lag2n4ALLIKAitl_zall=1iluslakisn

Ir many ways the incidental features of this exercise are more
interesting than the primary ones. Because the inforuative,
persuasive elements are routine, it is easy to see why some writers
took the opportunity to do more than was really required. A basic
division into "rhetorical" and "self-expressive" papers can be made.
"Rhetorical" papers are those which accept the problen as stated and
basically restrict themselves to the situation. "Self-expressive"
Papers devote space to revealing feelings either directly in invective
and farcical action or indirectly in wit and other verbal cleverness.
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tttittlIC

12,11CilgdatA_Aralli_LIAL (LtAiLieeell) ;

II p,:freoctily ill iluotic41

'!beau 4i0 rA.Aal, nabinesslike papelb, whIcj ilay Of Weil, flot

tooLade conventiooal voliteoebb, Thebe papeib puebeot 111t1

Idols 4nd Oftt characterized by plain language 4110 114ti cAlitJCci
or overt clues or active eonciliation or 11011111Y.

1 nheter1041, eonciltatOry
paperb are pleasant and undovmtanding. Ihe writeib aio

trying to maintain the goodwill or Mr, .14ci and may explain
0,(41/ tho ourt)u of tho company or hu vouy pleasant at to/CO

4P(PelOtiCe

22 4, hheLorical, hostile or strong bargaining
\h.

.4ome ot,theau papers Fropose vigorous hostile counter-Action:
calling Better business bureau, cancel. Account, call, Lawyer,
nuo. Other "22" papers include nasty remarks or expressions
of literal anger. The writerm are annoyed, irritated and
unjustly accused.

31 Expressive, witty

Some of these papers offer brief jests or amusing additionm,
plays on language, funny names, or other mymptoms of humor
(postscripts indicating tear of freezing) . Papers including
witty sarcasm or intellectualized anger, depersonalized by
clever language, may also be classified in this category.

32 = Expressive, farce and invective

In these papers the weight is on the hostility rather than on
the practical action. Farce will be represented in excessive
physical acts (punch in the nose - acts from the Three Stooges
or other clowns) and ether illegal and indecent acts. The
threats could be taken seriously, but it would seem safer to
assume that it is anger finding expression in the comic strip
or farce. Probably in the Leal world such threats would not
be made, but if they were, serious intent would be absent.

NOTE: Technically, even a simple statement of anger should be
classified as expressive. However, unless the anger can be associated
with farce and invective, for these purposes, such papers are
categorized with the strong bargainers of "22."
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"tidctric HIAtiket"

Vrimdo !fait Catd!pwv 1

111.-Ve 1.,!,,g)fil 444

it

"J'? 40(d

Ot-
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1-14 KC ) 44K41141,S61,,4 .0, cA-40-ir-e47-e

4:',4040C 4404-A/L,
' AY

"If(
yAretry ,"-ety'

Category Name

I.

IV.A.

B.

C.

(Nam

04,4"41-vco-44,-A.,

Category

Rat..ta_

Identification
2

Reference Bill
Reference Product

3

Directive
3

Reference Initial Order
1

Reference Backorder
1

Reference Repeated Billing
1

d ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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VI1M44Y halt tatc9u v I rc:1061i
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/ Oh.t,
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Ytt--/ ,,C441-1 "010 4:4444-d' CA.t.A.01.4.44

eltAAl-W /1404.4.441444 eite
,Asect-42.44--- c Md cgLicti,-Th

Ad-0 40, J
ti

lootr.4441-4ti A(Mo CY11&'' VI) «.1,C..

to

Category
Category Name Rat inky

I. Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
1

B. Reference Product 3

III. Directive 3

IV.A. Reference Initial Order
B. Reference Backorder
C. Reference Repeated Billing

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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°CIL ekt-CY 1,;/L 4,4-A-L4 1A 0-14440 az(
tke 644.0.-4444

4LULt.4 .40 af244.04

gc::ff=t,
Category Name

Category
Rating

Identification 3

II.A. Reference Bill 2
B. Reference Product

III. Directive
1

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 2
B. Reference Backorder 1

C. Reference Repeated Billing 3

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

aS9TIEL:114112nital
Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket" °

Primary Trait Category 1 Responses-(cont.)

(CI XS; 74

i4sacA rte,
LAux.5) staytki. Low-u)A--k %-todatcmiAl..,

Azte):13-ehi *L. ,--bAC:AfiJet. Jak 4090/V_
Akk -i141,2-0kAt4aLlr J .404/1.9..

414.c . 0,6m AAAA51.

p exxsyl 14.P.J elvoulltaA

Category Name

I. Identification

ILA.' Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

III. Directive

Category
Rating

2

3

3

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 1

B. Reference Backorder 1

C. Reference Repeated Billing
1

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses

gbaadt. >214:A_

Li av-tt piAL4 ?tilt_ 5o Act U.fsatj
L.LiVettht. yi AitoLt do, --Km. &wt. ij ay-
1/49r-htect. t, I %-AAALAR. A,Ackut-t et altA. wit ezu Z..

StaAticel w-ItACA ..rkeiefit4 ar.
t) *at-pew. Licak kfrO AILA! el a C.cd4wk,t-

CAth -e.tatu% 41LocAp.A

%,-(...a .i.0)-( ft trizt.cu &At C14: d-

4:12 "14z*t

tut.:14 40, .,,,hkoicit _Aks) -14)

%-ux L14._ ;01453ppZei at le-4A A levt.t-

le Category

Category Name Rating

I. Identification 2

II.A. Reference Bill 2

B. Reference Product 3

III. Directive 2

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 2

B. Reference Backorder 1

C. Reference Repeated Billing 1

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, hostile or strong bargaining
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses ((cont.)

JatscY\ 3eiT\u=1

QRP,Du ifki

1ft-fa
fAeA^41-RA... 11,.1173

nth,.swed.. 9.thlt.
c emesArtil Tru.i ac c oul a4 ail r)'2a,a-
cpyvd... .it atkA.O. Wu.. .T/0 Nufwvt okAe

J- erketsuLoc0. Q)---Nrk ilca&A.Ce. klit.04,A\-Ksdc-

11 ert"

tii (.14.ko.thattd Lui -ic I ta.._
t-vcLibL. w-o-ukci laotim J-c. (31.. 34_

,,k e.y.tzt --rstA,--iuL ww.kpzek Itusm..s..

oz-Piru, 'vy,iske:.x.. k)k.!0
Ki ow

Category Name

RdAi& IA.°4*(11V

Category
Rating.

I. Identification 2

II.A. Reference Bill 2

B. Reference Product 3

III. Directive 2

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 3

B. Reference Backorder 3

C. Reference Repeated Billing 1

(Names and ratgins refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
292
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (cont.)

--4424 ---6rbt43Q
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n +t) a 14.

joy K

Sineetrli -y tkrs,

Category
Category Name Rating

I. Identification 3

II.A. Reference Bill 2

B. Reference Product 3

Directive 2

IV.A. Reference Initial Order Z 3

B. Reference Backorder 1

C. Reference Repeated Billing 3

(4ames'and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait.Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 2 Responses (Cont.)

1194 ItterthJ,,
1. 01/u,4*-e.4& (1,Lazd

Category Name

I. Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

Directive

IV.A. Reference Initial Order
B. Reference Backorder
C. Reference Repeated Billing

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral

294
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Category
Rating

2

2

3

2

2

2

1



"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses

Category Name

I. Identification

II.A.' Reference Bill
, B. Reference Product

III. Directive

IV.A. Reference Initial Order
B. Reference Backorder
C. Reference Repeated'Billing'

(Names and ratings. refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral

295

3u8

Category
Rating

2

2

3

3

2

1

1



"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (Cont.)

3.e9/1. 1761.,

Zeeziv .771,&4-,e
ce/zite--zio

/tecz:eo-e-66

Le

Oaf ef72.1,Liz)

Category Name

I. Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

III. Directive

IV.A. Reference Initial Order
B. Reference Backorder
C. Reference Repeated Billing

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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Category
Rating._
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)

apil, A 3/923
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/a4 4ktrount_

Category Name

I. Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

III. Directive

IV.A. Reference Initial Order
B. Reference Backorder
C. Reference Repeated Billing

(Names and 'ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 3 Responses (cont.)

VrOiRCH .I, %C4714
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Category Name

I.. Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

III. Directive

IV.A. Reference Initial Order /

B. Reference Backorder
.C. Reference.Repeated Billing/

(Names and ratings refer to.preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or nhJtral
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"Electric BlanVet"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses

R13

17--0/nt

(Cont.)
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

tectiruld. 40th Aag,e),-
Oniecw. 0404 .cle(,a,vc,
01,61-7/L,0 ,exi-ceP 1)6 fletoll.e-
&- &al hite //di

Category
Category Name Rating._

I. Identification 3

II.A. Reference Bill 3
B. Reference Product 3

III. Directive 3

IV.A. Referen.celnitial Order 3
B. Reference Backorder 3
C. Reference Repeated Billing 3

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

,aceul 7)1A ac-co-ut-J a 3 7 ?
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

tLux Az(,e-LiA
ka,a_ oul oAt(

wibr. ,eetia
'AP611 '11'1/"L)

Category Name

Identification

II.A. Reference Bill
B. Reference Product

III. Directive

gettrunt..-_

Category
Rating

4

3

3

3

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 3
B. Reference Backorder 3
C. Reference Repeated Billing 3

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, hostile or strong bargaining
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"Electric Blanket"

fl,imary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

t ccAr Mc 3o a.
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or\ co 7,
k\r-it- Yinme- Yv\DI\k-4\A

\,\cott. cie-ex r Cc tv lox

&-) ( V y tel cent' 0,4A e ecrt c,_ ).A 00,04-c 4-

(--Ar\VAN `No,\44--- f-tc1-e.veSt Vele_

(Cont. )
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"Electric Blanket" ,

Primary Trait Category 4 ResOnses (Cont.)

6NrA\-- cc.-kv\ c -kri'ti 5 e.A-tc--f-c c--

cc,\ -1- c c:k-oce.ck. ;-4\ t s

co v. Noe sN4-re.-\i

Your (RI G..)%kANv\

Acv &al s
coon, s \--% ..o s 0 ov.

Category
Category Name Rating

I. Identification 4

II.A. Reference Bill 3

B. Reference Product 3

III. Directive 3

IV.A. Reference Initial Order 3

B. Reference Backorder 1

C. Reference Repeated Billing 3

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral
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"Electric Blanket"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

Q1DA) lYkR), 51V24
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uptu Affil, (mach

Category Name

1.

II.A.

III.

IV.A.

B.

C.

(Names and ratings refer to preceding scoring guide)

Secondary Trait Present

Rhetorical, perfunctory or neutral

Irt,ii 3 7
Category
Rating

Identification 4

Reference Bill 3

Reference Product 3

Directive 3

Reference Initial Order 3

Reference Backorder 3

,Reference Repeated Billing 3
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202031-1,2d "Poster Calendar"

FREE TIIE POSTER CALENDAR OP YOUR CHOICE !!!

Get a beautiful poster calendar free!

Choose either:

1. Famous Rock Group

or

2. Mountains and Stream

Tell me which poster you want. If you ask me for it and

tell me your name and address, I will send you your

beautiful poster.

Sincerely,

Mary Jones, Manager
National Book Store

Pretend that your name is Chris Brown and that you live at 37 Elm Street,

Gulf, Ohio 76543. On the next page, write a letter to Mary Jones requesting

the calendar.
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WRITING TASK: Poster Calendar

NAEP 0: 0-202031-A1A-12.

RHETORICAL MODE: Explanatory - Business

OBJECTIVE: II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined to include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and form or convention as
appropriate to particular writing tasks, e.g. ,
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: B. Business/Vocational

NAEP SCORING: Primary Trait: Explanation through supplying of
in, ormation in a form required by a situation.

AGE: 9

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 407 410

NUMBED. OF LINES: p.1 - 13 p.1 - 23
p.2 - 10



202031-1,2
THAIT SCOI1NG GUIDE
"POSTER CALENDAR"

Ekligligul_noile: Explanatory - Business

Egimgu_liAlt: Explanation through supplying of infatuation in a, form
required by a situation.

LAtlgnAle of aiwy_TrAlt: The stimulus for this exercise requires
respondents to clearly communicate the information necessary to
receive the poster calendar of their choice. It also suggests
that the response should conform to the conventicns of a letter of
request. The main issue is will the letter accomplish its purpose
-- the receipt of the selected poster calendar. The tone and
style of the letter are of lesser importance.

JgnegAl §garinla Ratjonale: The main criteria for rating this exercise
are the presence and accuracy of the information transmitted.
Readers should look for a greeting, the name of the sender, the
address of the sender, a request, identification of the poster
calendar and a statement of choice.

0Li.D.9 Guide cAINA2Lig§:

0 = No response.

1 = Name or address is in some crucial sense incomplete and/or
calendar not referred to in any way.

2 = The writer gives name and address and requests or refers to
calendar, but does not give a specific choice.

3 = The writer directly requests calendar (i.e., something like
"Please send me the free poster calendar"); gives name and
address; *states choice.

7 = Illegible, illiterate.

8 = Misunderstands the task, writes on another topic.

9 = I don't know.

NOTE: Due to the straightforward nature of the task, this guide did
not include a category "4." It was felt that a "'3" was sufficient and
no further elaboration was necessary.-
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2020.11-1,2
FCSTEH CALIADAR

Also, to maximize reporting capabilities National Assessment
categorized the following six pieces of information dr present or not
present. The tour trait categories wore derived through data
analysis.

A: Greetig/Miss, Mrs., Ms., Mary Jones, To Mary, Manager
National Book Store

B: Name/Chris Brown, Chris, Brown
C: Address/37 Elm Street

Gulf, Ohio 76543
C: Request/Please send me the tree poster calendar
E: Refers to calendar or poster or picture
F: States choice
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"Pwiter Colendar"

Primary trtlit Category I ilesponswi

Age 9

.r. wont. tyke. rytte.rita-i.n5......

modry..

Information Present (see preceding scoring guide)

Makes a request
States choice

..1); k-c 11.111Aw

&AC/ INiA____TCS_LL?

Information Present (see preceding scoring guide)

Greeting
Address
Makes a request
States choiCe
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"Pwitor Calowiar"

Primary Iraii Catmqory I Responw,-, (r'01/. )

Aqo la

Information Present (see preceding scoring guide)

Greeting
Makes a request
Refers to calendar
States choice
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"Pwitor Colondar"

Primary Hill: Cotoory 1 kowowiw, Wow.)

Aqo 11

cAisA ,,,..4.k.afzi a2fraik_o_

.1/..o.4i 045.

4fAA1-0L4

lk

Information Present (see preceding scoring guide)

Greeting
Name
Makes a request
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"Pwjer Calondar"

Priw.WV Iroll Colosory kwbpon..o,,

Aqo

tD:C- IX(1;4Ne \\Vs4" viS)1\1- t.t1"15kV

%1XAi tt.,% G-A,t404794.3.

11.\ kl\t` )%tiX\.\3\.\\.4.1ZkIlM tAV. ofx(V.

-1;%,AlAk .\N-tk.. \"51:". C.IINb\)S6 IkAt-b-"tnAQ e

All information present except "refers to calendar" (see preceding scoring guide)

NM- _MLA,

At-11/0(41 drilltat Aikto ti0^4141t,

&ChtL&AQh- 4-,e(Age

-rl-AtteLt-ZAItt- 6° 76be 3

All information present except "states choice" (see preceding scoring
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"Perltor

l' In.to I Lt I I ( .11ctiliwy ,1)1

/1,1i

)Y-44
7b543

ot Ad/L. Pivig jauzz,
t2_,a,vrittieL .14114. 4-414ptette, -4ert.12_

444/424e, .444.

dAtocn1)11.,

All information present except "refers to calendar" (see preceding scoring guide)
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"OotItev Calotoldr"

Pvimacy IcoIl t'ate00 14w4lotho-1.

Aqt! IA
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Pb444 7443 "Am etb

All information present except "refers to calendar" (see preced2mg scoring guide)
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"Pti(di 141chd,ii
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All information present except "states choice" (see preceding scoring guide)
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All information present (see preceding scoring guide)
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"Poster Calendar"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (cont.)

Age 9

tIca iolzamu 'S:N?s

Vtlscc\ °I\sa\&)

All information present (see preceding scoring guide)
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"Poster Calendar"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)

Age 9

°tor coy_Z ned_s___

Z.B.1 eAt\Acir Vottnt.sbNika___Ret_As

%to%Lf erra *1 Vt,:Orse., sme,_

acIAY taS,915

rY1 cazIcstJol, c)Wict

All information present (see preceding scoring guide)
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"Poster Calendar"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)

Age )3

eattL .Agbeedf
0412.9-

243,1617V__. _

_ _Ategettnli. _ ama
Andow14.4014

All information present (see preceding scoring guide)
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"Poster Calendar"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (Cont.)

Age 13

_ vALL. D.S;tT 0 r
.11\0%.1/4,(\0.%*.. S o-r _ S krto.vv\ .

cuia`ct"

__SNrati's

All information present (see preceding scoring guide)

mot Chris . Brown. oJati I /494 Dr- 37 gm- Sirt-at; 41.4 Oka
totild. posfer_ Ole _famousAvd45 mop

you_ 641 GAIVertiSertieritt: -

.ew

All information present except "greeting" (see preceding scoring guide)
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"Poster Calendar"

Primary Trait Category 4 Responses (c,,

Age 13

&do 91-4.40 ,-
-4

32
Gu. Oh;c. ?Ass V3

All information present (see preceding scoring guide)
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203012-2,3 "Describe Something"

Everybody knows of something that is worth talking about. Maybe you know

about a famous building like the Empire State Building in New York City or

something like the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. Or you might know

a lot about the Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City or the new sports

stadium in Atlanta or St: Louis. Or you might be familiar with something

from nature, like Niagara Falls, a gigantic wheat field, a grove of orange trees,

or a part of a wide, muddy river like the Mississippi.

There is probably something you can describe. Choose something you know

about. It may be something from around where you live, or something you

have seen while traveling, or something you have studied in school. Think

about it for a while -and then write a description of what it looks like so that

it could be recognized by someone who has read your description.'

Name what you are describing and try to use your best writing.
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WRITING TASK: Describe Something

NAEP 0-203012-13A-23

RHETORICAL MODE: Explanatory - Descriptive

OBJECTIVE: II. Demonstrates ability to write in response to a wide
range of societal demands and obligations. Ability
is defined to . include correctness in usage,
punctuation, spelling, and -form or convention as
appropriate to particular writing tasks, e.g.,
manuscripts, letters.

SUBOBJECTIVE: C. Scholastic

NAEP SCORING: Holistic

Paragraph Coherence

Syntax (Sentence Types) and Mechanics

AGE: 13 17

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 1566 1563

NUMBER OF LINES: p.1 - 4 p.1 - 4
p.2 - 25 p.2 - 25
p.3 - 22 p.3 - 22



HOLISTIC SCORING GUIDE
uDESCRIbE/SOMETHING"

AGE 13

Score Pojatcategorles:

Score of 4

These papers choose 'a single object and describe it with concrete,
clear language. They contain considerable detail and substance,
originality of ,language, and some sense of structure. There may
be a few minor mechanical problems. They will often have focus.

203012-2

Score of 3

These papers choose a sirgle object and describe it clearly,
though with less detail, originality, or focus than the 4 papers.
There may be little sense of organization, but the object should
be individualized and mechanical problems should to relatively
minor (unless the paper is very strong).

Score of 2

These papers do describe something but are thin, general, and
often very short and/or confused.

Score of 1

Papers scored as 1 are very brief, non-descriptive, and confused.
They contain serious errors in syntax, diction, and mechanics.

Score of 0

No-response papers should be given to the Table leader for
scoring.
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HOLISIIC SCORING GUIDE
',DESCRIBE SOMETHING"

AGE 17

§92Ke 121nt Cr:

Score of 4

203012-3

These papers choose a single object and describe it with concrete,
clear language. They contain considerable detail and substance,
written with a clear sense of structure and originality. There
may be a fe minor mechanical problems.

Score of 3

These papers usually choose a single subject and describe it
clearly, though with less detail, originality, or focus than the 4
-papers. A mere listing of details, however, with no clear
organization or purpose should ordinarily be scored in the bottom
half. The sub-Pact should be individualized, an organizing pattern
should be evident, and mechanical problems should be relatively
minor.

Score of 2

These papers do describe something or someone but tend to be mere
lists of details. They are often thin, loosely organized, and
cliched.

Scdre of 1

These papers tend to be very brief and confused, often with many
errors in syntax, diction, and mechanics.

Score of 0

No-response papers should be given to the Table Leader for
scoring.

NOTE: An unusually fluent paper may be raised a point for fluency; a
distressingly faulty paper may be lowered a point for mechanics.
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203012-2,3

PARAGRAPH CCHERENCE SCORING GUIDE
(Developed for the 1973-74 Writing Assessuent)

"DESCRIBE SOMETHING"

Paragraph Level Scores

1. Para.:1E42h Used--The paragraph is visually discernible but is
neither coherent nor developed. The writer indented, skipped
a line, or stopped in the middle of the line and started back
at the margin.

2. Paragraph CoherentThe sentences are linked using transitions
and/or other cohesive devices. The ideas are ordered and
their relationship to each other is clear but the paragraph is.
in some sense underdeveloped. This category also includes
paragraphs that are overdeveloped; that is, the writer
incorporated at least two coherent paragraphs into one.

3. iaraREARLDszelsagdThe paragraph has an expressed or an
implied topic which identifies and limits the main area of
concern..Every sentence in the paragraph adds to or explains
something about the main topic in,a systematic manner.

NOTE: Papers that are illegitle, copies of the stem, or lists of
spelling words are designated as such and receive no further scoring.



203012-2,3

SYNTAX (SENTENCE TYPES) and MECHANICS
SCORING GUIDE OUTLINE

(Developed for the 1973-74 Writing Assessment)
"DESCRIBE SOMETHING"

I. Sentence Level Syntax Categories

Description of Sentence Types

1. Dimi_mmtence (correct fragment)--A word group used in
dialogue, for e_ uphasis, or as an eXclauation that is not
an independent clause.

2. §imp;g--A sentence that contains a subject and a verb.
It may also have an object or a subject couplement.

3. Simple lath phrase - -A simple sentence that contains a
prepositional, infinitive, gerund and/or participial
phrase. Sentences containing appositives, nominative
absolutes, and veibals were also scored in this
category.

4. comPoWld--A sentence containing two or rrore simple
sentences joined by something other than a comma.

5. C210222Da_with phrase - -A compound sentence containing at
least one phrase in one of the independent clauses.

6. Complex (and compound- complex) - -A sentence containing at
least one independent clause and one dependent clause.

7. compleA (and compound- complex) with phrase--A sentence
containing at least one independent clause, one
dependent clause, and one phrase.
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203012-2,3
DESCRIBE SOnETHING

II. entence Level Mechanics Categories

A. Sentence Types with Punctuation Errci: (baltences that do
not fall into any of the syntax categ..:ies.)

1. gun -on §gntglige

a. Fused--A sentence containing two or more independent
clauses with no punctuation or conjunction
separating them.

b. On and on--A sentence consisting of four or more
independent clauses strung together with
conjunctions.

c. Comma splice--A sentence containing two or more
independent clauses separated by a comma instead of
a semicolon or a coordinating conjunction.

2. IncorregI fragmentAny word group, other than an
independent clause, that is written and punctuated as a
sentence.

NOTE: The scoring of T-unit constituents makes it possible for
some of the preceding sentence types to be derived through data
analysis.

B. Faulty Sentence Construction (These scores are in addition
to the sentence types.)

1. Agreennt_Irror--A sentence is scored for an agreement
error if at least one of the following is present:
subject/verb do not agree, pronoun/antecedent do not
agree, noun/modifier do not agree, subject/object
pronoun misused, and/or verb tense shifts.

2. Awkward Sentence - -A sentence is scored awkward if at
least one of the following problems is present: faulty
subordination, unclear pronoun referent, misplaced
modifier, omitted or extra word, faulty coordination,
mixed or illogical construction, and/or split
construction.
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202012 -2,3
DESCRIBE SOMETHING

III. Pupctuaiion arors--Every error of commission ard errorAbf
omuission is scored for commas, dashes, quotation mark4.,
semicolons, apostrophes, and end marks. The most informal rules
of usage are used with the writer receiving the benefit of any
doubt.

IV. Word Level Mechanics Categories

A. N21.14_11.9102

1. Structure word error- -The writer needed a preposiiton or
conjunction but used the wrong one.

2. Other word choice error--This category includes using a
form word (noun, verb, adjective, or adverb) that is off
by some shade of meaning, using the wrong principle part
of a verb, and attempting a verb, adjective, or adverb
form that is nonexistent or unacceptable.

B. 5pellng

1. Reversal--This category includes situations where a
letter is written backwards cr upside down.

2. Plutals--The plural is incorrectly formed or is not
formed at all. (The reader must be certain the situation
is not an agreement problem.)

3. Phonetic attempt--The spelling reflects the correct
pronunciation of the word. Homonym confusion is included
in this category.

4. Other spelling errors--This category includes word
division errors fit-the end of a line, two words written
as one, one word written as two, superfluous plurals,
groups of distinguishable letters that do not make a
legitimate word, and groups of distinguishable letters
that do not reflect the correct pronunciation of the
desired word.

C. cApltAlizAIApn--A wcrd is given a capitalization error score
if the first word in a. sentence is not capitalized, if a
proper noun or adjective within a sentence is not
capitalized, and if the pronoun "I" is not capitalized.

The mechanics scoring was designed to allow the writer as much
flexibility as'possible under existing rules of correct writing;
consequently, any time two authorities on mechanics disagreed, the
most infbrmal intrepretation was used.
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 Responses

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 Responses (cont.)

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 RespOnses (Cont.)

Age 13

e3

N
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 2 Responses

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 2 Responses (cont.)

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses

Age 13
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(Cont.)
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (cont.)

Age 13

-3444e1_ZiLea:244e4rtpo.lit
,c441a4i
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"Describe Some ng"

Ho 1 I s t.1 C C tegor,y 3 Responses (('on t. )

Age 13

(Cont.)
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 Responses (cow.)

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 4 Responses (cont.)

Age 13

41;&3tth____Leux-
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 4 Responses

Age 13

(Cont.)

,zifiCALO

. Niit.._/ThcATA.Nus

(Cont.)
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 4 Responses (cont.)

.cal... NY:

4

Age 13
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 Responses

Age 17

-
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 1 Responses (cont.)

Age 17
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'Describe Something"

Holisti:. Category 2 Responses

Age 1/,
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 2 Responses (Cont.)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category ? Responses (Cont-.)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 2 Responses (Cont.)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 2 Responses (cont.)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (cont.)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (con/..)

Age 17
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"Describe Something"

Holistic Category 3 Responses (Cont.)

Age 17
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WRITING TASK: Bill's Coat, Rope, Magician

NAEP 0-401010-A1A-1

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 9

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 415

NUMBER OF LINES: Coat-3, Rope-3, Magician-5



401010-1

SENTENCE Z:CNBINING SCORING GUIDE
°BILL'S CCAT, Bon, MAGICIAN"

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of lexical Content,
and Syntax indicates the respcndent successfully completed the task.

12nies_21_2=2DiIs

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 =Two T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units -- fragments that are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

DescriptAzi_cal Lexical C2ntent

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous?
substitutions).

2 = Some content added.
3 ='Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonymous substitutes,
are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A

Bill's coat new
was leather
in the closet

Part B

rope hanging
clue tree/branch
mystery was
twisted

Part C

John can make/makes
knows an elephant /elephants
magician disappear
clever

3ce6
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401010-1
BILL'S COAT

5.Y121A.I.c

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given
sentences.

2 = Alteration of given syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules goverring ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
cne noun could be legitimately modified by tke phrase or
clause.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions) .

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them.

Example: The rope that was limp hung from the tree
branch was a clue to the mystery.

The modification or logical relationship seeningly intended in
a sentence does not make sense.

Example: The clever magician can make an elephant
disappear known by John.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel but
iaplementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
inplemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors -- subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.

Illogical connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Dangling
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: Bill's coat was in the closet which was new
and leather.

Other dysfunctional ccnstructions -- content words are omitted
resulting'in an awkward sentence.

I nyss....112ps.

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - present.

IA`"



401010-1
BILL'S COAT

pgacgiption of Combining StIAtegies

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases) .

12 = Post-noun modifying words and phrases (includes adjective
prepositional phrases and appositions).

13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings.

21. = "One- word" (uncouplemented) gerunds or infinitives.
22 = Nominal phrases (gerunds or infinitives).
23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs ard adverbial prepositional phrases.
32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, tine, manner, reason, purpose,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.
42 = Participial conjunctions, nominative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two cr more T-Units

compounded by coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,
yet, etc.).

44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more
T-Units) ..

45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

DIhEI

Responses that were not appropriate for categorization in the
preceding guide were placed ir one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given or with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.
9 = I don't know.

377
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4

Sample Responses for Part A--Bill's Coat
Age 9

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two .

Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Run-on

tb_Lood- j,...31e6 +par at lieu, + I/4

+1e. _chtsel.

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Conjunction
Run-on

"4 r)
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Sample Responses for Part A--Bill's Coat (Cont.)
Age 9

All.s__n_sw__rsm_11- %Naas it- 4+11 e

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
inversiont.,:

Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-non modifiers

379 390



Sample Responses for Part B--Rope
Age 9

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Run-on
Conjunction

a.) ±WillItAL-PilaAr ..4J,Et

Number of T-Units:'
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Run-on

0380
3 1



Sample Responses for Part B- -Rope (Cont.)

Age 9

,3ettiotai_geoci

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent "s

Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

cia ,,thd

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
.Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

381 302



Sample Responses for Part. C-- Magician
Age 9

Aveit° "Ph494440A-4

00,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

j 310 flows di Golevar in&aicI1e thd, kw%

make a 4./..p4441" eitsiqpp 444

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

382 .303



Sample Responses for Part C.-Maglclan (cont,)
Age 9

*4m- -elnr.A.Lv

Numbei-\orst-Units:
Lexic0 Content:
Syntax,:

Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Sywymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification

. O.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

383



401011-2,3 "Row)," "Mdgfclan," "Hus"

liclow Ref, tieth Ilr Mel Eiteh 40 can be improved by

vombining µi von Hobhinvtis into one suntonve that SltY8 1 he Sll1110 thin /1,,

I''or eX plo, if t he sentences were:
A

A elk I, HMSO(' t lit' ban.

Vat WAS big]

I I WaS gray,

You could write:

cat Aelte4zele

After you hear each set. read aloud, read the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into one sentence. Re sure your sentence has

the same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence

on the lines. Now here is the first set of sentences to be combined:

A. A rope was the clue to the mystery.

The rope was twisted.

The rope was hanging from a tree branch.



401011-2,3 "Rope,"

(Contlnuctd1

"Md(11(11on," "11u5"

11, k11111V i 14 111111(14'11M

T1141 11111$(i1'11111 iµ 1'1111/14',

Th41 1llagiV11111 49111 1111410' 1411 (110114111, Ili11111111'141',

C. The people were standing on the corner,

Their hands were cold.

Their hands were dangling by their sides.

They were waiting for a bus.

The bus was already 'twenty minutes late,

qop
385



WHITING TASK: Rope, Magic:an, Bus

NAEP *: 0-401011-A1A-23

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 13

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 294

NUMBER OF LINES: Rope-3, Magician-3, Bus-5

3863f:,7



401011-2,3

SENTENCE COMBINING SCORING GUIDE
°ROPE, MAGICIAN, BUS"

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,
and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully coupleted the task.

limatx_sa=ilnits

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Two T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units fragments that are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

21§cLiRtian_91_Lexigill_klagnt
1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous

substitutions):
2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonymous substitutes,
are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A
r_1)

rope hanging
clue tree/branch
mystery was
twisted

Part B

John clever
knows can make/makes
magician an elephant/elephants

disappear

Part C

people dangling
on the corner by their sides
hands waiting
cold _for a bus

late

387 !-4 f) Q
Lo



401011-2,3
ROPE

Syntax

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prOhitited by the given

sentences.

2 = Alteration of glien syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or

clause.

4 = ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions).

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them.

Example: The rope that was limp hung from the tree
branch was a clue to the mystery.

1

The modification or logical relationship seemingly intended in
a sentence does not 'rake sense.

Example: The clever magician can make an elephant
disappear known by John.

Faulty parallel.;sm -- an attempt to parallel but
implementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors -- subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.

Illogical connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Dangling
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: They waited for a bus at the corner which was
twenty minutes late.

Other dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

310Y241§

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - present.

388



401011-2,3
LOPE

vescripti2n 9f Combining Strategies

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = i're-noun modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases) .
12 = Post-noun modifying words and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrages and appositions).
13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses,

Nominal Embeddings

21 = "One- word" (uncouplemented) gerunds or infinitives.
22 = Nominal phrases (gerunds or infinitives).
23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs ard adverbial prepositional phrases.
32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

'Tanner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, true, manner, reason, purpose,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.
42 = Participial conjunctions, nouinative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate . compounding (any instance of two or more T-Units

compounded by coordinating,conjunctions and, phis, for, but,
yet, etc.).

44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more
T-Units) .

.45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

Other

Fesponses that were not appropriate for categorization in the
Preceding guide were placed in one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given or with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.
9 = I don't know.

389
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Sample Pesponses for Part A--Rope
Age 13

TnNst.J si-Qa.
od s ho q,63 from ±r mnr...th

c./4, CA kAt' A"'" Ts-mr-v

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

CtLo ttOpia. Loac.
4:lortzern (-)

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification

390 4v



Sample Responses for Part A--Rope (Cont.)
Age 13

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

4-4,ce 4.414o

One
Content del.,,,ted

Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modifications



Sample Responses for Part B--Magician
Age 13

ir-(NO*44° rerialitdlidr 1u4sa JaVe-A. _

cant refaxte. Orr% .4444414,, 4440.frailt,

Number of T-Units: Two

Lexical Content: Same

Syntax: Synonymous

Inversions: Absent

Combining Strategies: Post-noun modification
Run-on

Number of T- nits: One.

Lexical Cont nt: Same

Syntax: Ineptitude

Inversions: Absent
Combining Stra egies: Post-noun modification

Conjunction

392



Sample Responses for Part B--Magician (Cont.)
Age 13

)stNISA<Nvzwrct 0.4nora.c.01_NNe.sevo,..G__clessrer.___

___GrAaLcckiekck__ -Tcc&A-ke-0,-

Number of,T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Run-on

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

393 4''4



Sample Responses for Part C--Bus
Age 13

l'Ie 0409(e s4rep.v..A; 014 kt w_eur a sAice.(41,-,

Cat 0:D as )kwAs -tioxy.A y vq> 'Au oic 4k e t r lectNot!6

_114)G e.43_4,__ht_y .wer do A/ $.11,vc2 ytiNe sicivS

Number of nits:
Lexical Conte t:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Three
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Post-noun modification
Run-on
Adverbial embedding

t
_ __421;04_s _ aft Ct

ZA, lad r 4

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

,Two

Content deleted
Alteration
Present
Conjunction
Adverbial embedding

394 4 t.;



Sample Responses for Part C--Bus (('ont.)

Age 13

ftererP(4 C.A.7.AAJZ.:_011SI,V159;1._ el Ptb wOheYrCiP

b (Al QACt1114

but 1_ bu..4i-ke_ 10141)

171 i/nuktt.o

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Adverbial embedding
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification
Two conjunctions

..ismimstiuus
AiNdLit

Alckar÷1/413rtt- Jaws 4vaLugAA ccalL

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Conjunction
Run-on

395 4 C C



Sample Responses for Part A--Rope
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two conjunctions

it114941_ t-ope 4V_ ..4 41.p..77 >cop.?

itiei *vs #74 4f,r We__ dye Ae fmr.1(,

It>

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Sathe

Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

396 4



Sample Responses for Part A--Rope (Cont.)
Age 17

4tsleil ro

to4 S 1.1Ne tluc

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

w45. ko.tS "ft. _ 3ta e_e_ Aihir-11

466 PI:nowtfl

One
Same
Alteration
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

Number of T-Units: One
Lexical Content: Same
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Pre-noun modification

Post-noun modification

397 ,4



Sample Responses for Part B--Magician
Age 17

MAK. Vivo 4 CkLVer Au)

44MA' kiSlreAr

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

VAAL nth

Uohn Atud _ . a c,le.ver mcwcion., . that coyl4. make _..

p hant cti sapperrAri

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

398 4
,so



Sample Responses for Part B--Magician (cont.)
Age 17

940K4t.
krux-4./00 ac.

0610app..41w,-

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:'
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymou
Absent
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

4-e; Amg4.1 . a hiell'iCia
Ae cap, miqk 407 e

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

"rAcx..t

Lt.) 44 _ dei elevefr____Aid74

"7)4 ea -ears_

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Adverbial embedding'

399.

t



Sample Responses for Part C--Bus
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four post-noun modifiers
Pre-noun modification

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

On

Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
Pre-noun modification
PoSt-noun modification

400

f11



Sample Responses for Part C--Bus (Cont.)
Age 17

Number of T- Units:
Le'xical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two post-noun modifiers
Two conjunctions

NuMber of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Two post-noun modifiers
Adverbial embedding

401

4



401012-1 "Clown," "Bubble," "Troops"

Below arc some sets of short sentences. Each set can he improved by

combining the given sentences into one sentence that says the same thing.

For example. if the seuleneet'i were:

A cat chased the ball.

The cat was big.

It was gray.

You could .write:

After you hear each set read aloud, read the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into One sentence. Be sure your sentence has the

same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence on the

lines. The first set of sentences to be combined is located on the next page.



401012-1 "Clown," "Bubble," "Troops"

(Continued)

A. The clown was smoking a cigar.

The clown was jolly.

The cigar was fat.

B. The giants are kept dry by a bubble.

The bubble is large.

The bubble is plastic.

The bubble covers the entire garden.

C. The captain took care of his troops.

The captain was strong.

He was, fearless.

The troops were tired.

The troops were hungry.

403
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WRITING TASK: Clown, Bubble, Troops

NAEP 0: 0-401012-A1A-1

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 9

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 443

NUMBER OF LINES: Clown-3, Bubble-3, Troops-5



401012-1

SENTENCE COMINING SCORING GUIDE.
"CLOWN, bUDBLE, TFOOPS"

A score of "1" in Number, of T-units, Description of lexical Content,
and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully completed the task.

limass_21_2-2nits

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Iwo T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units fragments

continue
that are sufficiently developed to
scoring.

.PaggIlliA2n911214.01Sontent

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous
substitutions).

2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonymous substitutes,
are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A

clown
stroking
cigar

Part B

plants
kept dry
bubble
large

Part C

jolly
fat

plastic
covers/entire
garden

captain troops
strong tired
fearless hungry
took care of

405
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401012-1
CLOWN

.YJAAJI

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prohitited by the given
sentences.

2 = Alteration of givgn syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or
clause.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions).

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined senterce but failed to conjoir them.

Example: The fat clown was jolly was Evoking a cigar.

The modification or logical relationship, seevingly intended in
a sentence does not make sense.

Eiample: Covering the entire garden kept the plants
dry ky a large, plastic bubtle.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel tut
inplementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors. -- subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.

Illogical connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Dangling
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: The large, plastic bubble covers the entire
garden that keeps the plants dry.

Cther dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

InIsulaus

1 =Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and lxpletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - present..

406



401012-1
CLOWN

DaligLiatian_sL_LankiniPLIts.aitsivz
Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases).
12 = Post-noun modifying words and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and appositions).
13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embedding:,

21 = °One-word° luncomplemented) gerunds or infinitives.
22 = Nominal phrase's (gerurds or infinitives).
23 = Nominal clauses (fact °that° or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-wold adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases.
32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner,
33 = Adverbial clause (place, time, manner, reason, purpose,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.
42 = Participial conjunctions, nominative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate rmspounding (any instance of two cr more T-Units

compounded by coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,
yet, etc.).

44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more
T-Units).

45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

kthez
Responses that were not appropriate for categorization in the
preceding guide were placed ir one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given cr with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 =.tid not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.
9 = I don't know.

407

41.8



Sample Responses for Part. A--Clown
Age 9

re--(.40Le

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Conjunction

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted.
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification

408

413



Sample Responses for Part. A--Clown (Cont.)
Age 9

Number of T-Units:
Lexical. Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers

.The ;DI

vvvt% (4,S flak vl 9cer

Number of .T- Units:

Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:

Combining Strategies:

None.
Content deleted
Ineptitude
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification

409

420



Sample Responses for Parl, 13Bubble
Ago 9

ce-eA4d e4oNLTAai oialuele4)

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification

tfAg a.
"Atleit 2Xtt 4070v44, pet2 cake

Number of T-Units
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

one
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification

410

4 1



Simple Responses for Part H.-Hubble Wont,)
Ago 9

HuL-ALL,AitttAx.9.&42.13426A,_

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One

Content deleted
Synonymous
Present
Two pre-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:

Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers

0

411

4 "r)A., pep



1.041fill I"
(11 IdrI. I r1)(11Vi

Atm 9

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers

) 4tiox-0024,4%) lastettrkw
_..6614esa4-11_. 14- olaro-L

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Three
Same.

Synonymous
. Absent
Two conjunctions
Run-on

412

A 4)41
--x 44.4



Sump to Ro$ponwl for Pori C-Troup5 Wont,/
Ago U

4,4001,110, C.40.1&tte

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers

.1 .

6-1)0/204, ZWAL AZOW/fiLy a/Ilidttit

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies

Three
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three conjunctions

413

4'' 4



401013-2,3 "Bubble," "Troops," "Forest Fires"

Below. are some sets of short sentences. Each set can be improved by

combining the given sentences into one sentence that says the same thing.

For example, if the sentences were:

A cat chased the ball.

The cat was big.

I t was gray.

You could write:

After you hear each set read aloud, read the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into one sentence. He sure your sentence has

the same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence

on the lines. The first set of sentences to he combined is located on the next

page.



r:

a

401013-2,3 "Bubble," "Tro ," "Forest Fires"

(Continued)

A. The plants are kept dry by a bubble.

The bubble is large.

The bubble is plastic.

The bubble covers the entire garden.

B. The captain took care of his troops.

The captain was strong.

He was fearless.

The troops were tired.

The troops were hungry.

C. . Careless people often cause forest fires.

Careless people tend to drop lighted cigarettes.

Forest fires can destroy lives and property.

415



WRITING TASK: Bubble, Troops, Forest Fires

NAEP *: 0-401013-A1A-23

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS:

13

301 300

NUMBER OF LINES: Bubble-3, Troops-5, Forest Fires-3



401013-2,3

SENTENCE CCMB1NING SCCIIING GUIDE
"BUBBLE, TROOPS, FIRES"

A score of "10, in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,
and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully coupleted the task.

MAMiti_21

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Two T-Units.
2 Three T-Units.
4 = Pour or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units fragments that are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

Psag1 istisp_21 IsaagAl_gsamisnt

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous
substitutions).

2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonymous substitutes,
are considered essentLal to this exercise:

Part A

Plants plastic
kept dry covers/entire
bubble garden
large

Part a

captain troops
strong tired
fearless hungry
took care of

Part C

People drop
careless cigarettes
cause destroy
fires



401013-2,3
BUBBLE

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given

sentences.

2 = Alteration of given syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or

clause.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions).

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin. them.

Example: The strong captain was fearless took care of
the tired, hungry troops.

The modification or logical relationship seemingly intended in
a sentence does not make sense.

Example: Forest fires often destroy lives and property
by careless people who drop cigarettes.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel but
implementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined..

Agreement errors -- subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.,

Illogical connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Danglihq
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: The ,large, plastic bubble,covers the entire
garden that keeps the plants dry.

Cther dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

Inversion

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"

"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There',"

"It" construttions) - present.

418
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401013-2,3
BUBBLE

Pis.czatelisan_aLgalmbinins_atakilsi.t§
Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-nocal modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases).
12 = Post-noun'modifyinq words and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and appositions).
13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonrduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings

21 = "L,ne- word" (uncoaplemented) gerunds or infinitives.
22 = Nominal phrases (gerurds or infinitives) .

23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases.
32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

tanner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, time,,manner, reasor, purpose,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.
42 = Participial conjuncticns, norrinative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two cr more T-Units

compounded by coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,
yet, etc:).

44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more
T-Units).

45 = Fusions, comma splices, -run -ons.

9,11isz

Responses that were not appropriate for categorization in the
preceding guide were placed in one of the following categories:.

0 = No reSponse.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given cr with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conicining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7, Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.
9 = I don't know.

419

430



Sample Responses for Part A--Bubble
Age 13

fakamilzo axe Aye-t .4444 tanot,..)
filccric, -6-11136-Led that. co-veil-A .11.e, vattit.Q.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification

Th f. plAniS RISE t<Epif_aCi bis_
lo w bb k tokties +Pm

EEL

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Content added
Synonymous.
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Run-on

420

431



Sample Responses for Part A--Bubble (Cont.)
Age 13

1 I w bLAbb 12 1.4% 0.4:

..camezim vele. ck.r1 ttor a. chm. _toy\ tit Iccops

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Present
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

A_ bub4LcLAN-1,, _mortar
LOIXASIA__ 0-"ar6(1.V> _ +J\cl.

1:k

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Present
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification

421

4 `-'0



Sample Responses for Part B--Troops
Age 13

;PN2 :d61c,r19,4031ttLawN cept;obt4mL.4N4t! (Lanz
h4.0 -hkeztjAwnwai *iusteph .

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-houn modifiers

1.14 _IVO CA___EAAftt__W co, 42.S S

_

AXWATM

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:.

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction

422
CI

1,41



Sample Responses for Part B--Troops (cont.)
Age 13

Shan ck and ,ciAr lest excLia:un _ foci k cavriL._
ireotV cm16., ViLA .44coop s _ _

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:

One
Same

Ineptitude
Absent

Combining Strategies: Four pre-noun modifiers

_an&Ce2Nris---Ctact-61\
troo{st Ldrst

--UaUX1.--a-CCLCS- Tlnd LANU%Uf

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

423.

4 "-) 4.4



Sample Responses for Part C--Fires
Age 13

Co.vet es 5 4140_91g tom. smiz _3e Nee l k- Q C\SOP
qico _ cot.k4se_Rif 03i%

\ c64., ae.sitro y
*fireeeriy

\

flUmber of T-Units: None
Leical Content:
Syntax: ineptitude
Inversions: Absent
CombThing Strategies: Three post-noun modifiers

_Lyre s _f)
epos S-o,t-s
Vaff

k 1_3_0 p c
Sii"_rA,5

Number of T-Units: One
Lexical Content: Same
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Two conjunctions

424

4



Sample Responses for Part C--Fires (cont.)
Age 13

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction

_ Cue lesis_00e Wick 40 Ace lit4ecl
sotl_Aseiren _cause 41%k !Ales Akiitheahcilekt
otsif t

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Cortent:
SyntaX:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-houn modification
Conjunction

425

4 ^E



Sample Responses for Part A--Bubble
Age 17

"1"1 Af'r 11/40/444°L 44/4' -40,44e 44%;
Adtpt atva4, Z.49)^ft4P eo -.4*steed.44

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post -noun modification

Two conjunctions

cover_stif _entire

. .garde cefra teep,r_ z14.e_ Rtiaixi _dry. _

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:

;Inversions:.
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Present
Two pre-noun modifiers
Conjunction

426

4 "ILI a



Sample Responses for Part A-- Bubble Cont.)
Age 17

a .1a,,e pta.otzc buMpeA aoie.44
44A _...ex7bidLe. $0e7-

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Present
Two pre-noun modifiers
Adverbial embedding

16, 1a,tat. 0\91A.e. 51"c1/4? eol

(A.Dt3S C.13 ers r
Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content added
Synonymous
Present
Three pre-noun modifiers
Conjunction

I ca., 1..t.e.1.1.

s



Sample Responses for Part B--Troops
Age 17

the cApeedri I./45 ittr /23 kar/ess
and tlaoi care of i'red 4vid

angr y troop.r,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Two conjunctions

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

428

4



Sample Responses for Part B--Troops (cont.)
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

captake'v tzek cant
-bt.cerud.

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers



Sample Responses for Part C--Fires
Age 17

pwp1 e -kr? d +a d rop Igh +ea.

6.0ar e ti S_ i h_ _cams_c --Fore.51- _cf re

-1-Pry ca:v) cUifroli 141 VCS arta proven r-1-4_._

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:''
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two post-noun modifiers

Can2.644 hvo
co44e ecr-glek d71-7

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Conjunction
Run-on

430
44



Sample Responses for Part C--Fires (Cont.)

Age 17

ei&u.4.4, /411;4. .4Pseeage'

11".4.4c1 a'F*414/

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

ThAae.44.). >atztabcowr ecuku--
a.1AA' &lac6

#11 Liki-0 aid

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining, Strategies:

One
Content Added
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Adverbial embedding

431,

4 4 9



401016-1 "Cries," "Guard"

Below are some sets of short sentences. Each set can he improved by

combining the given sentences into one sentence that says the same thing.

For ex. ample, if the sentences were:

A eat chased the ball.

The cat was big.

It was gray.

Yffil could write:

a _ix/ Ct lot eA4441

After you hear each set read aloud, reed the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into one sentence. Be sure your sentence has the

same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence on the

lines. The first set of sentences to be combined is located on the next page.

432

4 r)



401016-1 "Cries," "Guard"

(Continued)

A. Her cries were lost in the storm.

Her cries were thin.

Her cries were small.

\\-B. A guard kept the children from touching the animals:

The guard was bored.

The guard was at the doorway.

The animals were dusty.

The animals were stuffed.

The animals were in the museum display.
f%



WRITING TASK: Cries, Guard

NAEP I: 0-401016-A1A-1

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 9

T0TAL TIME IN SECONDS: 420

NUMBER OF LINES: Cries-3, Guard-5

434

4 A -
J



401016-1

SENTENCE CCMBINING SCORING GUIDE
"CRIES, GUARD"

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,

and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully completed the task.

Banlyx_21 I=gnils

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = 7wo T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 =-0-1=-Units-0---fragments-that-are-sufficiently-developed

to-

'continue scoring.

DsagElptipm211.211cAl Content

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous

substitutions).
2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives,, or synonymous substitutes,

are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A

cries
thin
small

Part B

guard
kept
children
from touching/from
animals

were lost
her

bored
at the doorway
dusty
stuffed
in the museum/display



0

411016-1
CRIES

511Ltia.1

1 = SynonYmous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given
sentences.

2 = Alteration of given syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or
ClAuse.

Example: The bored guard kept the children from
touching the animals from the corner.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions).

Writer ,carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them.

Example: Her thin cries were small were lost.

The modification or logical relationship seetringly intended in
a sentence does not make sense.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel but

implementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors -- subject verb agreeMent, a/an confusion.

Illogica1 connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Dangling
vodifiers are scored inept when you know, using. common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: The bOred guard at the doorway kept the dusty
stuffed animals from being touched by the
children that were in the museum display.

tither dysfunctional ccnstructions content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

Inversions

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
tutu constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ( "There,"

lilt,' constructions) - present.
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401016-1
CRIES

Puagapilial 21 S;Ralinips ZI1.111..V.912.§

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (word.-i or hyphenated phrases).

12 = Post-noun modifying words and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and impositions).

13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings

21 = 1106e-word', (uncomplemented) gerunds-or-infinitives.

22 = Nominal phrases (gerurds or infinitives).

23 = Nominal ,clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases.

32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, time, manner, reason, purpose,

condition,, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun'phrases.

42 = Participial conjunctions, nominative absolutes.,

43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two or more T-Units

compounded by coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,

yet, etc.).
44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more

T-units)..
45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

Other

Responses that were not-appropriate for categorization in the

preceding guide were placed ir one of the following tegories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given or with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (a-nd,

plus, but, etc.).,
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.

9 = I don't know.
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Sample Responses for Part A--Cries
Age 9

itex-cleh-etis444_04xeck4ra_s_mstAL0._rlt.A4,4

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two conjunctions

H er r we,v 6÷
"1"h e +or yv.

n

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inverslons:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Alteration
Absent
Pre-noun modification
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Sample Responses for Part A- -Cries (Omit.)
Age 9

Hat-- 42.4e,44;

/4e

Number. of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Three
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Conjunction

Number of T-Units: One

--Lexical Content: Same

Syntax: Synonymous

Inversions: Absent

Combining Strategies: Two pre-noun modifiers
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SampIo Its spootios for Par( It- -Guard

Mu 9

_104.4 ctiLLA AlokukatAks.ola

cubugh4.44:AymLw,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Content deleted
Ineptitude
Absent
Four conjunctions

The (-4 4v a k p e C,h d vey1

-rro rn 4.te- h Ars *'re. ciA,05 ty a In ;ma 1

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
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!dmple 14),4pon5o For NO 11-471uardWot,1
Age 9

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units: One

Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Same
Synonymous
Absent'
Four pre-noun modifiers
Conjunction
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401017-2,3 "Cries," "Guard," "Lookout"

Below are some sets of short sentences. Each set can be improved by

conibining the given sentences into one qlterice that say's the same thing.

}"or ex am pie, if the sentences were:

A eat chased the ball.

The eat was big.

It was gray.

You could kk:rite:

cat elkuide

After you hear each set read aloud, read the sentences silently.to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into one sentence. Be sure your sentence has

the same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence

on the lines. Now here is the first set of sentences to be combined: .

A. Iler cries were lost in the storm.

fler cries were thin.

fler cries were small.
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401017-2,3 "Cries," "Guard," "Lookout"

(Continued).

A guard kept the children from touching the animals.

The guard was bored.

The guard was at the doorway.

The animals were dusty.

The animals were stuffed.

The animals were in the museum display.

C. The lookout was frightened.

He was clinging to the mast.

He realized the tidal wave would swamp the ship.

The wave would send it plunging to the depths.

r.



WRITING TASK: Cries, Guard, Lcokout

NAEP 41: 0-401017-A1A-23

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE:

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 301 297

NUMBER OF LINES: Cries-3, Guard-5, Lookout-5

444
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401017-2,3

SENTENCE CCMBINING SCORING GUIDE
"CRIES, GUARD, LOOKOUT',

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,
grid Syntax indicates the respondent successfully completed the task.

lumbel212=aults

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Two T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units -- fragments that are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

.§gIAS1420_21ISIigAlL2DIRDI

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous
substitutions).

2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonywoUs substitutes,
are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A

cries
thin
snail

Part B

guard
kept
children
from touching/from
animals

Part C

lookout
frightened
clinging
to the mast
realized

445

were lost
her

bored
at the doorway
dusty
stuffed
in the museum/display

tidal wave/wave
swamp
ship
send
to the depths

4



431017-2,3
(-HIES

vntax

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,
syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given
sentences.

2 = Alteration of given syntactic relations
y,

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules g;irriling ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is Acored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or
clause.

Example: The bored guard kept the children from
touching the animals from the corner.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions).
I

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them..

Example: Her thin cries were small were lost.

The modification or logical relationship seemingly intended in
a sentence does not make sense.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel but
implementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in order but
semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors -- subject -verb agreement, a/an confusion.

Illogical connection -- misuse of .conjunctive words. Dangling
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: The bored guard at the doorway kept the dusty
stuffed animals from being touched by the
children that were in the museum display.

Other dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

ID/ILIUM

1 = Active/passive constrUCtions._clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"
"It" constructions) - present.
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401017-2,3
CRIES

12.929L121120 Si cilaiDiDg StIA±Sgila

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (wcrds or hyphenated phrases).
12 = Post-noun modifying wcrds and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and appositions).
13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings

21 = "Cne-word" (uncoirplemented) gerunds or infinitives.

22 = Nominal phrases (gerunds or infinitives).
23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs ard adverbial prepositional phrases.

32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, tine, manner, reason, purpOse,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

41 =,Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.

42 = Farticipial conjunctions, nominative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two cr more T-Units

compounded by, coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,

Vet, etc.).
44 = conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more

T-Units).
45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

athqx
Responses that were not appropriate for categorization in the

preceding guide were placed ir one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given or with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

Plus, but, etc.).
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.

9 = I don't know.
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Sample Responses for Part A--Cries
Age 13

timaii. L i eitlitz wvzi. Lisa ciin _

4otattrn.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Two pre-noun modifiers

One
Same
Synonymous

cXou meow daffodil( .)3-4.A0,1411.4.41,41,"

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two conjunctions
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Sample Responses for Part A--Cries (cont.)
Age 13

VA CacTh cLs Lt..) 4. -th'in and
_ _ i:Lnctt _cA)Lare.a. 1125t:

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction

ISIco _4(.4":0 ea-m.1 ien_

laefirk4A-11

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction
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Sample Responses for Part 13Guard
Age 13

arzcami %wary& %A.41415.- .AAA3.4

riv?vYtuag da\SL cla6\orrN
oriru/YrtagA

_ \tiAL _ _./_mmiuLtivirrN

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
CoMbining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers

Two post-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Two post-noun modifiers
Run-on
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Sample Responses for Part B--Guard (Cont.)
Age 13

O acmcd guard Gtooci at the cicor_-
(A) keepin3 the (Ali 1drear
tD stufee _

NrY) CISC urn_

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modifier
Conjunction

4crittito__
_zAA;:tALtalluino--tkucrYei-,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part C--Lookout
Age 13

Number of T-Units: One
Lexical Content: Same
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Pre-noun modification

Two conjunctions

_NV_ AWL %/metal. _

,LAgn&sta,__
sucti ___auxsA

wrv3-
_..9.00417ta _

Number of T-Units: One
Lexical Content: Same.
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Pre-noun modification

Post-noun modification
Conjunction
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Sample Responses for Part C--Lookout (cont.)
Age 13

NUmber of T-Units:
Lekical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction

__43.1vvet
%ocx.oe,___Atozy

__.i.in crth

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Two conjunctions
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Sample Responses for Part A--Cries
Age 17

_ ger_ c!feJ%ft .4hkrs__anci_smO-At _

_Avare.Gre. mr-v2A6 Daexe.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two conjunctions

..kkIA) cp6..e.Ac caftLci

-45taall_f_LAXAL- 9.424t.:LANetIceatrztvn- .

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Conjunction
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.Sample Responses for Part A--Cries (Cont.)
Age 17

Number of T-Units: One

Lexical Content: Same

Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Two post-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units: One

/ Lexical Content: Same

Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Two pre-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part B--Guard
Age 17

_Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Sronymous
Absent
Two pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
Adverbial embedding

Number of 1-Units:
LexiCal Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combiging Strategies':

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun .modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part B--Guard (cont.)
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
Conjunction

dooeiaatk(_ A e 4:1

_Re704__ ckidJew Po\ -,4attA
AiLe, 15.441 iVedi_distic4 evvArelf /pi

ht_a_ tre tc,7, lis,P4.At

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
Adverbirl embedding
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Sample Responses for Part C--Lookout
Age 17

_Mg !.:11,..pLe.64444 A47-14.4. eb--f.unt

44.

__Ak_Attip ;4.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

k

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Post-noun modification
Run-on
Conjunction
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Sample Responses for Part C--Lookout (Cont.)
Age 17

71,14.4;ra4-404 1,14442 Zaktkia_

_ -eke ___eari4ett.

1.4Adatte_ W 1.47 ,44.440,26y1a 15te a!Allte )44146ti

-6042--Addid 414,141 etto trii4 4/..teratka -a - - _

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversion:
Combining Strategies:

Jne
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Pust-noun modification
Conjunction

7:91:42. 411 _

Lbo.4).:Af___244hikt Al*y.

711 41.4. 1,(00,41.,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
Conjunction
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401013-1 "Lemonade," "Pebbles"
Below are some sets of short sentences. Each set can be improved by

combining the given sentences into one sentence that says the same thing.

For example, if the sentences were:

A cat chased the ball.

The cat was big.

It was gray.

You could write:

After you hear each set read aloud, read the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way combine them into one sentence. Be sure your sentence has the

same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence on the

lines. The first set o0entent.es to be combined is located on the next page.
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401018-1 "Lemonade," "Pebbles"
(Continued)

A. The boys drank the lemonade.

The boys were barefoot.

The lemonade was cold.

B. The pebbles marked the path ;A.,

The pebble;) t shiny.

The pebb16.= ,

The pebbles w e gleaming like cats' eyes.

The kingdom was magic.

The kingdom was underground.

The kingdom was ruled by a wizard.



WRITING TASK: Lemonade, Pebbles

NAEP A: 0-401018-A1A-1

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 9

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 421

MURDER OF LINES: Lemonade-3, Pebbles-6
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401018-1

SENTENCE CCMBINING SCORING GUIDE
uLEMCNADE, PEBBLES,'

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,

and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully completed the task.

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Two T-Units.
3 = Three T-Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 = 0 T-Units -- fragments that, are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

1219XINtign_gl_Ltrical Content

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous

supstitutions) .
2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 ='Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonyffous substitutes,

are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A

boys lemonade

barefoot cold

drank

Part B
4

pebbles path

shiny kingdom

yellow magic
gleaming like cat's eyes underground

marked ruled by a wizard



401018-1
LEMONADE

Znitau
1 , Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,

syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given

sentences.

2 = Alteration of aillan syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than
one noun could be legitimately modified by the phrase or

clause.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward' and inappropriate constructions) .

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence
to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them.

Example: The karefoot boys drank lemonade was cold.

The modification or logical relationship seemingly intended in

a sentence does not make sense.
Example: The tragic underground kingdom was ruled by a

wizard marked by a path of shiny, yellow
pebbles gleaming like cat's eyes.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel but
implementation poor. Not formally or grammatically
implemented or formally and grammatically in ,order but
Semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors -- subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.

Ii.logical connection -- misuse of conjunctive words. Dangling
modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,
which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the
resulting sentence is awkward.

Example: The magic underground kingdom was marked by
path of shiny, yellow pebbles ruled by a

wizard.

Other dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted
resulting in an awkward sentence.

Ipvexpions

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and exple
"It" constructions) - Absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expleti,,
"It" constructions) - present.
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401018-1
LEMONADE

latiakiktiga-91-CainkiaiD9-11,1-21.Q.9,W

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases).
12 = Post-noun modifying wcrds and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and appositions).
13 = Post-noun relative clauses.
14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings

21 = "One- word" (uncomplemented) gerunds or imfinitives.
22 = Nominal phrases (gerunds or infinitives) .
23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases.
32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, time, manner, reason, purpose,

condition, concession, etc.).

Conjunctions

4,1 = Conjoined verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.
42 = Participial conjunctions, nominative absolutes.
43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two or more T-Units

compounded by coordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,
yet, etc.).

,44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more
7-Units) .

45 = Ptsions, comma splices, run-ons.

Saks;
Responses that were not appropriate for categorization in the
preceding guide were. placed ir one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as giver or with minor

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7= Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence fragment.
9 = I don't know.
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Sample Responses for Part A--Lemonade
Age 9

_.4.6{feetdite-4.4tiee

V

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Adverbial embedding

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Two pre-noun mcdifiers
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Sample Respon5es for Part ALemonade W'mt,)
Aye 9

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

Number of T-L'nits:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
.Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

467



Sample Responses for Part 11--P ''Alles
Age 9

4Axua.414.416441Flik_tatZ24.21agb...A4014,

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

Number of t-Unlits:
Lexical Conterit:
Syntax:
Inversions,:

Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Alteration
Absent
Four pre-noun modjfiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample liwipooeF., for Part B--Pables (/\w.)

Age 9

AnttivOtm

ALI
,:te Ago

404Dad

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Three
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Run-on

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Four
Content added and deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Three conjunctions
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401019-2,3 "Lemonade," "Pebbles," "Hikers"

Below are some sets of short sentences. Each set can be improved by

combining the given sentences into one sentence that says the same thing.
For example, if the sentences were:

A cat chased the ball.

The cat was big.

It was gray.

You could write:

After you hear each set read aloud, read the sentences silently to yourself and

figure out a way to combine them into one sentence. Be sure your sentence has

the same meaning as the sentences in the given set. Then write your sentence

on the lines. Now here is the first set of sentences to be combined:

A. The boys drank the lemonade.

The boys were barefoot.

c)The lemonade was cold.
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401019-2,3 "Lemonade," "Pebbles," "Hikers"

(Continued)

1i. The jwbbles mark I'll OW Path to a kingdom.

The pebbles were shiny.

The pebbles were yellow.

The pebbles were gleaming like cats' eyes.
The kingdom was magic.

The kingdom was underground.

The kingdom was ruled by a wizard.

C. The hikers tramped along the path.

The path was steep.

It was narrow.

It was rocky.

It curved upward toward the mountain top.

The mountain top appeared ahead through the clouds.
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WRITING TASK: Lemonade, Pebbles, Hikers

NAEP 0-401019-A1A-23

NAEP SCORING: Sentence Combining/Open Ended

AGE: 13

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 297

NUMBER OF LINES: Lemonade-3, Pebbles-5, rike-s-5

472
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401019-2,3

SENTENCE CCMBINING SCORING GUIDE
"LEMONADE, PEBBLES, HIKERS°

A score of "1" in Number of T-units, Description of Lexical Content,
and Syntax indicates the respondent successfully completed the task.

11110122191_112111ii4

1 = All one T-Unit.
2 = Two T-Units.
3 = Three T=Units.
4 = Four or more T-Units.
5 =- 0 T-Units fragments that are sufficiently developed to

continue scoring.

Pescria4911911231gAlg9DISD±

1 = No addition to or omission of given content (ignore synonymous
substitutions).

2 = Some content added.
3 = Some content omitted.
4 = Some content added and some omitted.

The following nouns, verbs, and adjectives, or synonymous substitutes,
are considered essential to this exercise:

Part A
k

boys lemonade
barefoot cold
drank

Part B

pebbles path
shiny kingdom
yellow magic
gleaming like cat's eyes underground
marked ruled by a wizard

Part C

hikers rocky
tramped curved
path toward the
steep appeared
narrow clouds
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401019-2,3
LEMONADE

1 = Synonymous with given sentences -- including invented logical,

syntactical relationships that are not prohibited by the given

sentences.

2 = Alteration of align syntactic relations.

3 = Ambiguous -- based solely on the rules governing ambiguities.

A misplaced modifier is scored as an ambiguity when more than

one noun,could be legitimately modified by the phrase or

clause.

4 = Ineptitudes (awkward and inappropriate constructions) .

Writer carried two structural parts from the original sentence

to the combined sentence but failed to conjoin them.

Example: The tarefoot boys drank'leuorade was cold.

The, modification or logical relationship seemingly intended in

a s-Altence does not make sense.
Example: The magic underground kingdom was ruled by a

wizard marked by a path of shiny, yellow
pebbles gleaming like cabs Eyes.

Faulty parallelism -- an attempt to parallel kut

iuplementation poor. Not formally or grammatically

iuplemented or formally and grammatically in order but

semantically inappropriate - ideas are illogically combined.

Agreement errors subject-verb agreement, a/an confusion.

illogical connection -- misuse of conjunctive 'words. Dangling

modifiers are scored inept when you know, using common sense,

which noun the clause or phrase was intended to modify but the.

resulting sentence is awkward.
Example: The tragic underground kingdom was marked by a

path of shiny, yellow pebbles ruled by a

wizard.

Other dysfunctional constructions -- content words are omitted

resulting in an awkward sentence.

ImIsraism

1 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,".

"It" constructions) - absent.

2 = Active/passive constructions, clefts and expletives ("There,"

"It" constructions) - Present.
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401019-2,3
LEMONADE

jamAgE421Astaal_combiping stlAtegiaii

Adjectival Embeddings

11 = Pre-noun modifiers (words or hyphenated phrases) .

12 = Post-noun modifying words and phrases (includes adjective

prepositional phrases and appositions).

13 = Post-noun relative clause's.

14 = Post-noun nonreduced relative clauses.

Nominal Embeddings

21 = "One-word" (uncoirplemerited) gerunds or infinitivss.

22 = Nominal phrases (gerunds or infinitives).

23 = Nominal clauses (fact "that" or question clauses).

Adverbial Embeddings

31 = Single-word adverbs and adverbial prepositional phrases.

32 = Verbal phrases (infinitive phrases, gerundives following time,

manner, etc.).
33 = Adverbial clauses (place, titre, manner, reason, purpose

cordition, concession, etc.).
--

Conlunctions

41 = Conjoined, verbs, predicate phrases, noun phrases.

42 = Participial conjunctior3, nominatle absolutes.

43 = Coordinate compounding (any instance of two cr more T-Units

compounded by ccordinating conjunctions and, plus, for, but,

yet& etc.).
44 = Conjunctive adverbial compounding (any instance of two or more

T-Units).
45 = Fusions, comma splices, run-ons.

Alla/

Responses that wee not appropriate 1A..r categorization in the

preceding guide were placed ir one of the following categories:

0 = No response.
2 = Copies one or more of the sentences as given or with minor,

variations.
3 = Copies sentences conjoining with the same conjunction (and,

plus, but, etc.).
7 = Illegible, illiterate.
8 = Did not write on this exercise, unscoreable sentence Ztagment.

9 = I don't know.
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Sample Responses for Part A--Lemonade

\1

ItAg 13

_1444.__Amfivt__164_ akiittimptetALL____

Number of T-Units: Orie

Lexical Content: Same
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies; Two pre-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:,
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

0
One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification
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Sample Responses for Part A--Lemonade Wont.)
Age 13

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Sm
Syno ymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Conjunction

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
InOrsions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification
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Sample Responses for Part B--Pebbles
Age 13

fl

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

--7
ayunier of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part a-,Pebbles (Cont,)
Age 13

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

'Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent.
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part C-- Hikers
Age 13

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions;
Combining Strategies:

One
Content deleted
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
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Sample Responses for Part C.-Hikers ( nt.)
Age 13

-froavA 0401\d,
VirVa,111,4441410A_tOlt

_CA

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Three
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Run-on

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:

-Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Alteration
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers.
Post-noun modification
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Sample Respc ;es for Part A--Lemonade
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions;
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

rhim. ded4A/ovee _ c&clerue 42/14.-

Number of T-Units: One
Lexical Content: Same
Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: Absent
Combining Strategies: Two pre-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part A--Lemonade (Cont.)
Age 17

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
-Combinirig Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Post-noun modification

Number of T-Units:
-Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Invet'sions:

Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Pre-noun modification
Adverbial embedding
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Sample Responses for Part B--Pebbles
Age 17

\*j' 6)ttijr 414")j/Att cads .iLkeyAwmtA
tArAillAsestouirld

Number of T-Units: One

Lexical-Content: Content deleted

Syntax: Synonymous
Inversions: ---Absent
Combining Strategies: Three -pre -noun modifiers

Two post-noun modifiers

wlftcob efigoifuld
RAID -_-F45 at.ru

vihiek .14.4.1 her

.r,tectt.4) laartgaii 7

.4(644, Calla? _

64.erve14"9-cart. -Aien arc,crzeLd

c. laie/3 AnnaiL

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part B--Pebbles(Cont.)
Age 17

_ 41;ny %id tc.1) pegiq,s5, 91e0,rribl, _

c0w4.4'_ _cf.* _iryNaRked_ _44g. Ixt.14-, __40_ 0. vmdet-
cifzunck___ kinficem , _RA.Acia 1P4 _ a__

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Ineptitude
Absent
Four pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers.

1.44%4 OedeiLOW 4.1aptis." latA,

IT

4e#.
__%roa.o.41?.

ilx44

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Five pre-noun modifiers
,Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part C--Llikers
Age 17

Thm.. r5 ratsp e
froh

rr1a i.rac, ki. thgt,4-
0 .A."--? mrck r t,

PP 4rt tk r_oNty. _544 .0

Number of 1-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

Number of 1-Units
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:

---Coining Strateg

One
Content deleted
Ineptitude
Absent

ies: Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers
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Sample Responses for Part C--Hikers (cont.)
Age 17

.41,7ttexe, ahilat Zievsd Aoc.Av ../oetWka _

e4A/zAisei o..,ct.*a/tApe turolAd -tom..
-raw owna44.4ept 41742d w-AC 90,424a240-0, atAtIA,

de.ezvoki.

Number of T-Units:
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

One
Same
Synonymous
Absent
Three pre-noun modifiers
Two post-noun modifiers

kers 0,101a S-kep
Rectlf ___4c6.41;

414cora .14, "yowl 46A 40,0 oval 4appectret1
Akt

Number of.T-Units:.
Lexical Content:
Syntax:
Inversions:
Combining Strategies:

Two
Same
Synonymous
Absent..
Three pre-noun modifiers
Post-noun modification
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402010-1,2,3 "Tulips"

Directions for Answering the First Exercise

Look at the example sentences shown below. Some words are missing. They

have been replaced by the letters "A" and "B". Below the sentences, each of

the letters is repeated with a list of words next to it.

As you read the sentences and come to a missing word, look below at the list of

words by the Matching letter, then choose the one word that best fits the

sentence.

Example

Duke, a German shepherd, suddenly dashed after a piece of paper. A Duke

returned with the paper, his owner saw that B was a dollar bill.

A. cm Upon

el When
c=i While

c= Although

B. am it
co he
c:n who

c one

c:3 I don't know. c=) I don't know.

The oval beside "When" for part A and the oval beside "it" for part B have

been filled in since these are the words that best fit in the sentence -- When

Duke returned with the paper, his master saw that it was a dollar bill.

The paragraph you are to do is on the next page. It has a number of missing

words. Each time you come to a missing word, look for the matching letter

below the paragraph, choose the one word that best fits, and fill in the oval

beside that word.
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402010-1,2,3 "Tulips"

(Continuail.

You can make tulips and daffodils bloom in the winter. To do this you must

buy the bulbs in the fall and store A carefully in a cool room B_ you are ready

to plant them. You can plant the bulbs in any container C it has a drain hole

in the bottom. First, cover the D with a small rock, so the water cannot run

out too fast. E partly fill the container with enough loose crumbly dirt so

that the bulbs will reach just to the rim of the container. Pour dirt around the

bulbs, and gently press down. F , water the bulbs well and set the container

in a cool, dark place G the roots can grow.

A. c:D it

c:t) yourself

co one
co them

c=i I don't know.

D. c=D bulb E. am Next F o For example
as drain hole o While co. Nevertheless

B. 4= also

about

amb until

co finally

C. 411110 as long as

czD which

czo however

c or else

co I don't know. co I don't know.

o container co However

cz:: tulip

C=3 I don't know.

co, if
c= because

ow so that

C2) as

c= I don't know.

cot Except
co Or gap Finally

c:D I don't know. co I don't know.
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WRITING TASK: Tulips

NAEP 0-402010-A1A-123

NAEP SCORING: uClozen - Multiple Caoice/Machine

AGE: 9 13

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 284 210

17_
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402013-1 "Party"

Direct ions for Answering the Next Exercise

Look at the example sentences shown beloW. Some words are missing. They

have been replaced by the letters "A" and "B". Below the sentences, each of

the letters is repeated with a list of words next to it.

As you read the sentences an, come to a missing word, look below at the list of

words by the matching letter, en choose the one word that best fits the

,sentence.

Example

Duke, a German shepherd, suddenly dashed after a piece of paper. A Duke

returned with the paper, his Owner saw that B was a dollar hill.

A. c= Upon

es When

c:::) While

c= Although

13. it

c=) he

c:::) who

c:7) one

c= I don't know. c= I don't know.

The oval beside "When" for part A and the oval beside "it" for part B have

been filled in since these are the words that best fit in the sentence -- When

Duke returned with the paper, his master saw that it was a dollar bill.

The paragraph you are to do is on the next page. It has a number.of-missing

words. Each time you coine to a missing-word look for the matching letter

below 1~he- paragraph, choose

_o

one word that best fits, and fill in the oval

beside that word.



402013-1 "Party"

(Continued)

On the last day of school before the holidays we had a party in our room. Our

teacher helped us plan A . Each of us decided what we would bring, B we

asked our parents to help us make it or buy it. Some of us brought cookies,

some brought candy, and others brought potato chips. The party was a lot of

fun. All of us ate too much, C nobody got sick. D the-party, E cleaned up

the mess all by ourselves. Our teacher said we could have F party sometime

G we had planned this one so well.

A.' o
MD

o
o
o

D. o
cz)

O

o
_ -

him 13. as and then C. c:D when

it because it= o
them o and unless socz)

theirs so that buto as

I don't know. I don't know. I don't know.o c=)

Until E. he F. anothero
After we ouras o
And c:D they c:3 this

If someone theo c.:D
_

I don -'t knb-vv I don't know. I don't know.o o
G. c= them

c=1 and

o besides
au, because

1::= I don't know.
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WRITING TASK: Party

NAEP #: 0-402013-A1A-1

NAEP SCORING: "Clozen - MuIticle Choice/Machine

AGE: 9

TOTAL TINE IN SECONDS:

493,



402014-2,3 "Dolphin"

Directions for Answering the Next Exercise

Look at the example sentences shown below. Some words are missing. They

have been replaced by the letters "A" and "B". Below the sentences, each of

the letters is repeated with a list of words next to it.

As you read the sentences and come to a missing word, rook below at the list of ---

words by the matching letter, then choose the one word that best fits the
sentence.

Example

Duke, a-Gefman shepherd, suddenly dashed after a piece of paper. A Duke

returned with the paper, his owner saw that B was a dollar bill.

A. cp Upon
ow When

Co While

Jc Although

B. 1111. it

cz he
C=D who

O one

c:=1 I don't know. cD I don't know..

The oval beside "When" for part A and the oval beside "it" for part B have

been filled in since these are the words that best fit in the sentence -- When

Duke returned with the paper, his master saw that it was a dollar bill.

'Ithe paragraph you are to do is on the next page. It has a number of missing

words. Each time you come to a missing word, look for the matching letter .

below the paragraph, choose the one word that best fits, and fill in the oval

beside that word.
494
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402014-2,3 "Dolphin"

(Continued)

Exploitation of dolphins by .man not only disgraces our humanitarian ideals

A also threatens- 13- possible future with them. C we are ever to

communicate with them on an intelligent and civilized level, we must start

showing I) our best side. If the present lack of protection continues, the

bottlenose dolphin may disappear _E a species along the southern coast of the

United States. F form of effective. regulatiot. and protection for the G is

fast becoming a prime need.

A. (=D or

an but
c=. them

c=D nor

c:::) I don't know.

c::) people

MO them'

c someone
cap everyone

c= I don't know.

. (=> men

cm coast

ci) pets
es dolphin

cz) I don't know.

B. =, their
=' what
= its

our

C. cz:) Although

CD Until

.If
(:::) Yet

c=:. I don't know. cz) I don't know.

E. c:=, for-,

c=1, since

as

(=::, when

=) Each

c Another

OUP Some

O Every

C=D I don't know. O I'don't know.
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WRITING TASK: Dolphins

WARP 1: 0-402014-A1A-23

WARP SCORING: Clozeu - Multiple Choice/Machine

AGE: 13

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 211

O
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590020-2 Background Questions

A. How many reports and essays have you written during the last six

weeks as part of any school assignment?

B. In the general English, literature or grammar classes you have taken

during the past two years, about what part of the class time was spent

on instruction in how to write reports and essays?

c= None of the time

o Little of the time
o About one-third of the time

o About one-half of the time

c:D Most of the tAe

C. Are you encouraged to jot down ideas and make notes about the topic of

your paper before you write it?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
c:D 0 c=;

D. Are you encouraged to make outlines of your papers before you write

them?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
cz) c=3

J
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590020-2 Background Questions
(Continued)

E. Do you write a paper more than once before you turn it in to your
teachers?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
c:D o 0 c=1

F. When your papers are returned, do they have written suggestions on

111
how to improve your writing?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
cD c:D c:D

When your papers are returned, do your teachers discuss them with
you?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
c:D

H. After your papers are returned, do you work on the paper again to

improve it?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.cp c:D

I. Do you enjoy working on writing assignments?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
CD
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590030-3 Background Questions

A. How many reports and essays have you written during the last six
weeks as part of any sehuol assignment?

B. In the general English, literature or graniniar classes you have taken
during the past two years, ahout what part of the class time was spent
on instruction in how to write reports and essays?

c__.) None of the time

c=:; Little of the time

cz) About one-third of the time

o About one-half of the time

C=D Most of the time

C. In addition to the general English, literature or grammar classes you
have taken during the last two years, have You had or are you now
taking any of the following courses concerned with how to write?

Yes No I don't know.
1. Creative writing course c=) c=11 c:D

2. Remedial writing course c=b co co
3. Other writing course c:z1 CD =3

(If other, please specify.)

D. Are you encouraged to jot down ideas and make notes about the topic of
your paper before you write it?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
co cz)

E. Are you encouraged to make outlines of your papers bcfore you write
theni? "

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
c:D cp cz) c=1
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590030-3 Background Questions
(Continued)

F. Do you write a paper more than once before you turn it in to yourteachers?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.

G. When your papers are returned, do they have written suggestions onhow to improve your writing?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.

H. When your papers are returned, do your teachers discuss them with
you?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
CD

I. After your papers are returned, do you work on the paper again to
improve it?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
CD CD 0 CD

J. Do you enjoy working on writing assignments?

Usually Sometimes Never I haven't written any papers.
CD CD
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WRITING TASK: Sfudent Background Questions

NAEP 0: 0-590020-A1A-2

NAEP SCORING: Part A: Cpen Ended;
Parts B-I: Multiple Choice/Machine

AGE: _12__

TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 120



WRITING TASK: Student Background Questions

NAEP A: 0-590030-A1A-3

NAEP SCORING: Parts A & C: Open Ended;
Parts B & D-J: Multiple Choice

AGE: _IL._
TOTAL TIME IN SECONDS: 120
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BACKGROUND QUESTION SCORING GUIDE

590020-2
590030-3

RA11_2 - Number of reports and essays written during the last six
weeks as part of school aemignments.

00 = none or 11011 or no

0.1-29 = code number written

30 = 30 or more

34 = blank

35 = nonsensical, does not nswer question-

39 = I don't know.

Note: 02 = a couple
03 = few, not very many, some
04 = several
37 = many, a lot

590030-3

para_g_tlA - Other courses concerncd with how to write.

00 = No response

10 = long composition, practical writing, college prep writing

11 = -Journalism, mass mHdla

12 = film

13 = skills, business

%
14 = creative writing (short story, etc.)

15 = poetry

16 = writing lab, critical writing

19 = other, .acceptable

20 = illegille, illiterate, writes on another topic

'21 = other unacceptable: non-writing courses, drama

22 = speech, debate

39 = I don't know.
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